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ABSTRACT
The convergence of fast developing technologies (ICT), the globalisation of
telecommunications in general and availability of new services, have profoundly
changed the telecommunication environment and related national policies.
The ITU constituencies are Member States and the Organisation strategic decisions are
taken exclusively by the Governments. However, in the changing environment it
became impossible to ignore the non-governmental partners’ views while discussing the
global policies and action plans that should be leading to important decisions. The
appearance of strategic alliances, privatization of telecommunication infrastructures and
market liberalization are the phenomena that brought new elements in
telecommunication development and had substantially modified the role of
Governments.
These phenomena influenced the Union operational model to great extent where voices
of partners are claiming more balanced share in the decision making processes and
rational distribution of responsibilities, i.e. between the administrations of Members
States, national regulators, telecommunication operators and industry. The necessary
transparency of regulatory policy together with simplified Frequency Spectrum
Management and universally recognized standardisation activities may be endangered, if
no constitutional reforms intervene in the next two or three plenipotentiary cycles. The
situation is calling for open review of governmental responsibilities in order to make
realistic projection of reforms that should allow ITU to preserve its technical
sovereignty and global credibility through its important mission.
The ITU structure and its mode of operation in the field of radiocommunications and
ICT standardisation today appear to be archaic and not synchronized neither with the
environment nor with Members and other user’s needs. National concern for
harmonious development of Information and Communication Infrastructure (ICT)
remain high on each Government agenda due to its substantial impact on national
economies. There is strategic interest to build up and preserve well-coordinated
international regulatory regime on Frequency Spectrum/Orbit Management and
global/universal and transparent ICT standardisation processes.
And the present thesis is a modest contribution to make it happen.
KEYWORDS: Radiocommunications, Standardisation, ITU, Member States, Reforms,
Plenipotentiary Conference (PP), Assembly (RA,WTSA), Constitution (CS), Convention (CV),
FSM, RR, IFRB, Rules of Procedure (RoP), RRB, WRC, WCIT, ITR, Private Sector, Partners
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POVZETEK / SUMMARY
Mednarodna Unija za telekomunikacije (ITU) je specializirana organizacija Združenih
Narodov za telekomunikacije s sedežem v Ženevi, ki med drugim skrbi za učinkovito in
usklajeno upravljanje z radiofrekvenčnim spektrom (10kHz-3000GHz) in to na način,
da so zagotovljene pravice in enake možnosti njegovega izkoriščanja vsem
uporabnikom, državam članicam (193).
Vse od njene ustanovitve leta 1865 je tehnološki napredek motiviral oblikovanje ITU
mednarodnih standardov za izgradnjo in funkcioniranje telekomunikacijskih sistemov in
omrežij in kasneje tudi za izkoriščanje radiofrekvenčnega spektra. Tehnološki razvoj je
uravnaval dinamiko aktivnosti in pogojeval organizacijske spremembe in statutarne
reforme. Strokovna priporočila pa so postala univerzalna referenca za uspešen razvoj in
standardizacijo telekomunikacijskih sistemov.
Pa vendar je že nekaj časa opaziti, da je učinkovitost ITU v vse večjem razkoraku z
evolucijo in preobrazbo telekomunikacijskega okolja, pri čemer ni skrivnost, da so
številni poskusi zadnjih let, kako uskladiti strukturo in delovanje ITU z dinamičnim
razvojem okolja, bili neuspešni. Inertnost, pa tudi oportunizem različnih subjektov, je
bila in je še vedno močna ovira, da bi se ITU uspešno spopadala z izzivi časa.
Radiofrekvenčni spekter in orbitalne pozicije, ki pripadajo različnim radiofrekvenčnim
alokacijam, so edinstvena naravna dobrina, katere usklajena in transparentna
mednarodna regulativa je permanentna skrb vsake suverene države. Učinkoviti procesi
standardizacije v globalnem okolju pa so ključ za uspešno pot k hitremu razvoju
telekomunikacijske infrastrukture v času, ko je tehnološka konvergenčnost izbrisala
meje med tehnologijo, telekomunikacijskimi sistemi in telekomunikacijskimi
aplikacijami.

CILJI
Disertacija ponuja podrobno analizo aktivnosti ITU na dveh osrednjih segmentih, t.j.
radiokomunikacije in standardizacija. Na osnovi dolgoletnega opazovanja in
proučevanja dela in učinkovitosti ITU, zaključki nedvoumno kažejo na potrebo po
strukturnih reformah, pot do katerih pa je zaradi politične dimenzije, ki je vedno
prisotna v medvladnih organizacijah, izjemno zapletena. V sodobnem
telekomunikacijskem okolju, kjer tehnološki razvoj prehiteva počasne vladne odločitve,
so potrebne jasne strateške orientacije in trdna odločenost držav članic, da se pristopi k
vsebinskim spremembam. S tem namenom je predstavljen tudi predlog novega
konstitutivnega in organizacijskega modela ITU, katerega implementacija bi omogočila
boljše pogoje za doseganje zastavljenih ciljev.
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Sedanje težave v funkcioniranju te specializirane organizacije OZN so v največji meri
posledica njenega zaostalega organizacijskega koncepta, ki sodi v zgodovinsko okolje.
Države članice imajo še vedno izključno vlogo pri pomembnih odločitvah, žal pa
njihove vlade ne premorejo več strokovnega potenciala za doseganje znanstvenega
napredka. V ta prostor so vstopili drugi kreativni deležniki (iz industrije in nevladnih
organizacij) ki so postali gonilna sila vsega razvoja. To so tisti ki želijo ustvarjati v
drugačnem okolju, kjer bodo suvereni v odločanju na področjih njihove izključne
kompetentnosti.
Pogosto zapletena razmerja med državami članicami z različnimi interesi, velikimi in
malimi, razvitimi in manj razvitimi, sposobnimi in odsotnimi, egoističnimi in
kooperativnimi – onemogočajo univerzalne rešitve, ko gre za učinkovito in
transparentno uporabo radiofrekvenčnega spektra. Na področju standardizacije ICT
sistemov in aplikacij so razmere še bolj zapletene, saj so ti procesi v zadnjih desetletjih
spremenili vsebino zaradi potreb po hitrem regionalnem razvoju in predvsem zaradi
hitrega tehnološkega napredka, kateremu tradicionalni in klasično počasni ITU pristop k
standardizaciji ni mogel več slediti.
Dinamika razvoja pa kliče po odprtju in inovacijah tistih, ki so teh inovacij sposobni in
ki imajo za te aktivnosti tudi primerne finančne in intelektualne vire. Državne strukture
so v standardizacijskih postopkih in razvoju postale irelevantne, čeprav se še vedno z
veliko silo oklepajo starih prerogativov. V zadnjih dveh desetletjih se je v znanstvene
študije, analize in v izpeljavo tehničnih programov nenapovedano in samovoljno vrinila
še »politizacija dogovarjanja« na različnih nivojih mednarodnega tehničnega
sodelovanja. Ta realnost je dodatno poslabšala razmere v sicer arhaičnih strukturah ITU.
Cilj disertacije je nov pristop k mednarodni regulativi uporabe spektra in njegovi
mednarodni zaščiti na način, da bo koriščenje frekvenčnega spektra kar najbolj
učinkovito in usklajeno. Radiofrekvenčni spekter je univerzalna dobrina, katere
uporabnost ni v lasti nikogar in kjer akademske študije in dosežki odpirajo nove
dimenzije za njegovo praktično uporabo. V okolju globalnega dogovarjanja in
univerzalnega izkoriščanja spektra so pomembni odgovori na spodnja vprašanja, ki nas
lahko pripeljejo k novi paradigmi:
Kako zagotoviti transparentnost in učinkovitost pri planiranju, razdeljevanju in
dodeljevanju frekvenčnega spektra?
Kako pritegniti h kreativnemu sodelovanju nove Partnerje (industrija in privatni
sektor) in jim zagotoviti pogoje za inovativne rešitve v standardizaciji ICT. Kako
ustvariti homogeno in konvergenčno okolje, ki bi zagotavljalo nenehno evolucijo
ICT k racionalnim in globalnim usmeritvam pri določanju komunikacijske
politike?
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Kako odstranjevati in odstraniti birokratske ovire in politizacijo ITU in ponovno
vzpostaviti močno tehnično jedro v njenem funkcioniranju, v cilju zagotavljanja
univerzalizma in promocije preskušenih vrednot, ki vodijo k učinkovitim
rezultatom?
Odgovori na ta vprašanja so namenjeni vladam in privatnemu sektorju kot tudi vsem
potencialnim partnerjem pri razvoju telekomunikacijskega okolja. Rezultati disertacije
so lahko upravičeno koristni v vodenju dialoga v mednarodnem prostoru med
zainteresiranimi skupinami in subjekti pri ustvarjanju globalnega konsenza, kako urejati
upravljanje s frekvenčnim spektrom in osvežiti standardizacijsko funkcijo ITU.
Disertacija posega v sfero znanstvenih inovacij in kreativnosti na področju uporabe
radiofrekvenčnega spektra in standardizacijskih procesov in sloni na izkušnjah pri
sodelovanju v teh procesih. Spoznanja in predlogi so podprti z originalnimi idejami,
kako pametneje organizirati akademsko in raziskovalno delo, da bi lahko presegli
relativno zaostalost in ponovno vzpostavili tehnično preeminentnost ITU.
Uporabljena metoda ima izključno tehnično komponento čeprav upošteva potrebo po
»političnem dogovoru« med državami. Ob upoštevanju da imajo nevladni deležniki
glavno vlogo pri nadaljnjem razvoju pa je vseeno pomembno, da ITU ostane medvladna
in tehnično suverena institucija. Razpolaganje in uporaba frekvenčnega spektra, kot
tudi regulativa njegove uporabe, so definitivno primarna skrb vsake države in ne
privatnega sektorja.
ITU praznuje častitljivo 150 obletnico 17. maja 2015. Priča številnim zgodovinskim
mejnikom in pomembnim dogodkom v znanstvenem razvoju, je tudi odigrala
pomembno vlogo v tem razvoju. Mejniki, ki so pustili trajno sled, so številni, med njimi
tudi naslednji:
Leto 1906 šteje kot rojstvo nove radio-telegrafske Unije ob obstoječi telegrafski Uniji.
Nesreča Titanica je imela neposredno vzročno zvezo z novim zagonom pri odkrivanju in
uporabi radijskega spektra za potrebe varnosti na kopnem in na morju.
Leto 1927 je bilo prelomno za nadaljnji razvoj radiokomunikacij z ustanovitvijo
mednarodnega konsultativnega komiteja za radiokomunikacije (CCIR), kar je bilo
pomembno za tisti čas kot tudi še danes.
Leto 1932 so v Madridu preimenovali staro organizacijo za telegraf (ITU) v novo
organizacijo za telekomunikacije (ITU) potem, ko so radiokomunikacije postale sestavni
del telekomunikacij.
Leta 1947 (Atlantic City) pa ITU preide pod okrilje Združenih narodov in postane
svetovna specializirana agencija za telekomunikacije. Obdobje po veliki tragediji
(WW2) imamo tudi za nov začetek, saj je Unija dobila novo konvencijo, nove strokovne
in administrativne organe (IFRB in AC) in strokovne sekretariate, ki so skrbeli za tekoče
in učinkovito delovanje vseh segmentov.
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Skozi desetletja, ki so sledila je bila Unija izjemno kreativna do takrat, ko so v
telekomunikacijsko okolje posegli dogodki povezani z deregularizacijo, privatizacijo
itd., kar sicer z napredkom nima posebne zveze. Sta pa privatizacija nacionalnih
telekomunikacijskih struktur in struktur odločanja, kot tudi globalizacija ICT omrežij in
dinamika tehnološkega razvoja, močno prispevala k statutarnim spremembam v državah
članicah, kar pa se je močno odrazilo tudi na funkcioniranju ITU!
S časom so se začela kazati nesimetrična razmerja med državami članicami na eni strani
in oviranju/zaviranju vloge privatnega sektorja v okviru ITU na drugi strani. Pokazalo
se je, da sta kreativnost in inovativnost bežali drugam in da je ITU postala v določenem
delu (predvsem pri standardizaciji kot tudi akademskih študijah na področju
radiokomunikacij) osiromašena. Privatni sektor se je selil v »regionalne organizacije«,
kjer je lahko odločal hitro, suvereno in učinkovito. Tako so standardi »de facto«
pogosto in vedno bolj prehitevali standarde ITU (de iure).
Nezaustavljiv razvoj ICT, satelitskih sistemov in mobilnih omrežij, interneta in optične
telekomunikacijske strukture so do konca razkrili razkorak med preostalim potencialom
držav članic na eni strani, in Partnerji privatnega sektorja na drugi strani, ko gre za
razvoj in napredek.
V devetdesetih letih je organizacija zaspala in akumulirala
zaostanek, medtem ko se je svet okrog nje spreminjal.
ITU sedaj čaka na svoj trenutek, da ujame korak s spremembami in razvojem in da
ponovno vzpostavi razmerja, ki vodijo k univerzalnim in tehnološko in znanstveno
podprtim rešitvam. ITU že nekaj časa išče izgubljeno tehnično identiteto in
preeminenco. Ta realnost pa se še nadalje skrbno prikriva, saj reforme obstoječih
razmerij niso vedno v interesu vseh strani in vseh držav, na enak način.

RADIOKOMUNIKACIJE
Vztrajno, četudi počasno zmanjševanje razlik med posameznimi kategorijami
radiokomunikacijskih servisov je bil pomemben signal, da je potrebno spremeniti
pristop k upravljanju z radiofrekvenčnim spektrom, kot tudi z njegovo regulacijo.
Velike administrativne predstave, kot so bile obsežne svetovne konference (WRC), so
postale odveč in potrebno je iskati rešitve v učinkovitosti in transparentnosti.
Novosti v radiokomunikacijah so naravnane proti zgornjim mejam frekvenčnega
spektra, ki ponuja dovolj prostora in omogoča vrsto novih radiokomunikacijskih
aplikacij v vseh kategorijah bodisi zemeljske ali pa vesoljske službe, pomorske ali
aeronavtične, fiksne ali mobilne itd...
Obenem je postalo zelo aktualno vprašanje ekskluzivne uporabe ali pa deljene (shared)
uporabe frekvenčnega spektra v vseh frekvenčnih pasovih in v vseh ITU
administrativnih regijah (Amerika, Evropa, Afrika, Azija in Oceanija...).
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Konvergenčnost tehnologije in poeenotenje razumevanja mobilnih in fiksnih omrežij je
bil še en dober razlog, da se pristopi k upravljanju spektra na drugačen način tako, da se
zagotovi uporabnikom kar največje število možnih frekvenc ob najmanjšem možnem
potencialu škodljivih motenj.
Sem sodi zapleten postopek metodologije pri dodeljevanju novih frekvenčnih pasov ali
pa ekskluzivnih frekvenc za posamezne radijske službe. Njihova mednarodna umestitev
in razdelitev, kot jo določa radijski pravilnik (RR, Table of frequency allocation),
zagotavlja stabilnost uporabe in možnost dogovorjenega planiranja. V primeru redefiniranja uporabe določenih frekvenc pa mora metodologija upoštevati potrebno
fleksibilnost v cilju zagotavljanja novih možnosti ali pa nepričakovanih zahtev po
uporabi spektra.
V 80 letih je bilo široko podprto mnenje, da je frekvenčno planiranje (advanced
planning) ključ za obrambo suverenih interesov držav! Danes se zahteve po uporabi
spektra hitro spreminjajo tako, da so rezultati številnih mednarodnih planskih konferenc
(WRC za radiodifuzijo, mobilne in fiksne službe vseh kategorij, kot so zemeljske,
pomorske, aeronavtične, satelitske....) ob novih tehnoloških možnostih izgubili prvotno
vrednost, kjer so planirane tehnične karakteristike postale »zastarele«.
Lep primer sta svetovni konferenci za planiranje satelitske radiodifuzije iz leta 1977
(BSS), katere plan ni nikoli v celoti zaživel, kot tudi svetovne konference za planiranje
nacionalne satelitske mreže (širina 800 MHz) v področju 11GHz in 14GHz, iz leta
1985/88 (ORB), katere tehnične karakteristike za uporabo spektra in pripadajočih
satelitskih orbit so bile kasneje bistveno spremenjene. V tem času se je v občutni meri
povečalo tudi članstvo držav v ITU (od 161 na 193), kar je pomenilo povečanje potreb
in zahtev po frekvenčnem spektru in njegovi uporabi.
Vse to pa je v neposredni povezavi z mednarodno registracijo uporabnikov frekvenc in
njihovo zaščito v novih razmerah. Sedanje radijske konference (WRC), mednarodna
srečanja držav članic, kjer se odloča o nadaljnji uporabi frekvenčnega spektra in
spremembah v njegovi regulativi, se ponavljajo vsaka 3 leta, kar se je pokazalo kot
neproduktivno in celo kot odvečna komponenta (neuradnega) »paralelnega
dogovarjanja« o uporabi in koordinaciji uporabe spektra – ki pa običajno zaobide
večino članstva. Problem nastane ob eventuelnem nesporazumu med dvema članicama
takrat, ko se več ne ve, katera verzija radijskega pravilnika velja za eno članico in katera
za drugo (primer Italija/Slovenija).
Ti primeri so skrbno obdelani v poglavju 6 in 7, medtem ko poglavje 8 ponuja okvir za
spremembe. Kritični primer so rezultati WRC-12 , še ena medvladna konferenca, ki jo
pravzaprav ne bi bilo treba – v oktobru 2015 je na sporedu že WRC-15.
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STANDARDIZACIJA
Na tem področju, ki je v neposredni zvezi z ustanovnim srečanjem predstavnikov 20
držav 1865 v Parizu, so anomalije modernega časa v vladnih strukturah in razvojnih
strategijah imele vidne posledice. Deregularizacija, ki je ustrezala določenim državam v
določenih Regijah, je pospešila nastajanje regionalnih standardizacijskih organizacij
(ARIB, ETSI, TTC, T1). Njihova učinkovitost je spremenili razmerja v teh procesih in
obenem močno vplivala na strukture ITU in njihovo funkcionalnost.
Iniciativa se je preselila od držav članic k privatnem sektorju in k tistim entitetam, ki
razpolagajo s kreativnimi potenciali in ki imajo finančne zmogljivosti za ustvarjanje in
promocijo standardov, najprej regionalnih in potem morda še globalnih. Težišče
ustvarjanja se je preselilo drugam, ITU pa je ob teh pojavih in vsem spremembam
navkljub ohranila arhaično operativno strukturo, ki pa na področju radiokomunikacij in
standardizacije že dolgo ni več kos izzivom.
Lep primer je razvoj GSM tehnologije v 90 letih, ki je šla enostavno mimo ITU – delno
se je lahko kasneje odkupil s konceptom IMT-2000 v višjih frekvenčnih pasovih in v
kombinaciji s satelitsko komponento. Danes zanimiva tema je Internet, ki pa tudi nima
nobenih korenin v ITU. Res pa prinaša številne izzive in nejasnosti – ki pa v resnici
niso strogo tehnične narave. S tem povezano vprašanje pa je njegova potencialna
regulativa o kateri so se razvnele »politične« in ne »tehnične« razprave. Ali je to
naloga za ITU ali ne, je ostalo odprto vprašanje in politično motivirana tema.
Disertacija ponuja nov pristop, ki upošteva konvergenčnost ICT in tako konstitutivno
organiziranost da bodo deležniki lahko razvijali svoje kreativne potenciale in da bodo
avtorji inovacij (privatni sektor) postali suvereni v odločanju na področju, ki ga
izključno obvladujejo. Države in njihove vlade pa morajo priznati realnost, da so
izgubile tehnično prevlado v globalnem razvoju ICT – vse to v korist dinamike razvoja
in predvsem novega zagona, ki ga ITU potrebuje, da povrne svoje aktivnosti v strogo
tehnično orbito.
Predlog za realizacijo novega pristopa, skupaj s potrebnimi pogoji za univerzalno
funkcioniranje ITU, so podrobno opisani v poglavju 9.
Upoštevajoč opisane aspiracije privatnega sektorja in potrebnih inovacij pa še vedno
velja, da regulativna sfera povezana s frekvenčnim spektrom tudi v nadaljevanju sodi v
objem državnega in posredno nacionalnega interesa. Zato je potrebno, da se ta del tudi
statutarno loči od razvojne standardizacijske sfere. V tej smeri je potrebno v celoti
reformirati funkcioniranje obstoječega sekretariata in mu obenem zaupati aktivnejšo in
koordinacijsko vlogo. In statutarne spremembe so ključ in prvi korak k temu cilju.
V poglavjih 10 je podrobno opisan predlog za novo podobo ITU tako po statutarni kot
po operativni strani.
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ZAKLJUČEK
Prikazane reforme so realno možne v relativno kratkem času pod pogojem, da bodo
številne in potrebne konzultacije na najvišjem nivoju držav članic povečini uspešne.
Priprave k takemu procesu reform mora vključevati vplivne deležnike na strani državnih
pooblaščencev kot tudi na strani privatnega sektorja. V vsakem primeru je treba verjeti,
da je ideja o reformi zrela in prisotna čeprav ovir na poti, ki bi zagotovila hitrejši korak,
ne manjka.
Upati je, da bo vsebina disertacije vsebinski prispevek k ozaveščanju vseh deležnikov k
reformam mednarodne in medvladne institucije, ki v svojem jedru skriva bogato
dediščino in izjemno število znanstvenih dosežkov, ki v obliki »priporočil« prispevajo k
hitrejši implementaciji novih tehnologij. Reforme, v kolikor bo njihova promocija
uspešna, bodo zahtevale visoko mero politične zrelosti predstavnikov vlad držav članic,
kot tudi vseh drugih udeležencev (privatni sektor, industrija, akademija in razvojne
institucije).
Glavne smernice disertacije lahko strnemo v spodnja priporočila (1-5), ki bodo ob
pozitivnem in harmoničnem usklajevanju lahko koristno vodilo do implementacije
reformnega procesa.
1. Federalna struktura ITU s tremi sektorji se mora preoblikovati, da bo omogočala
univerzalne pogoje za kreativno akademsko in znanstveno delo, ki zajema tehnična,
operativna in politična (»Policy«) vprašanja. Obe tradicionalni komponenti, kot sta
FSM in globalni proces standardizacije ICT, se morata preoblikovati in zajeti vse tiste
komponente, ki so pomembne za globalni razvoj (mora vključevati tudi »policy issues«,
kot je Internet).
2. Vlade se morajo orientirati izključno na regulatorne aktivnosti povezane z uporabo
in zaščito radiofrekvenčnega spektra in pri tem aplicirati vse moderne znanstvene
dosežke za učinkovito zaščito uporabnikov frekvenčnega spektra in hkrati svoje
nacionalne suverenosti.
3. Partnerjem iz »privatnega sektorja«, kot nosilcem idej in inovacij pa mora okolje
omogočiti razvoj njihove kreativnosti, da bo konvergenčnost ICT tehnologije dobila nov
zagon in globalno dimenzijo v okviru univerzalne organizacije, kot je ITU.
4. ITU operativna kultura in učinkovitost potrebuje revizijo tako, da bodo lahko
inovativni posamezniki dvignili nivo akademskih študij na novih relevantnih področjih,
kot so »software defined networking« in »virtualization«. Pomembno je, da te nevladne
entitete lahko v polni avtonomiji in suvereno ustvarjajo tako, da bo strokovni nivo
akademskih študij v ITU spet postal gonilna sila napredka.
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5. Široko sodelovanje partnerjev v procesih standardizacije v globalnem okolju ICT
tehnologije mora oblikovati nove modele, kjer bo pragmatizem prava pot za hitre
odgovore na tehnološke izzive časa. Samo tako si bo ITU ponovno pridobil sloves
globalne »up-to-date« univerzalne organizacije, kjer vsi deležniki sodelujejo in
ustvarjajo v korist človeštva.
Ideje in priporočila v disertaciji so sprejemljiva referenca (reform blueprint) za glavne
akterje (decision makers), odskočna deska k reformam in obenem znanstveni prispevek
k modernemu razumevanju sodobnega mednarodnega telekomunikacijskega okolja.

KEYWORDS: Radiocommunications, Standardisation, ITU, Reforms, Member States,
Plenipotentiary Conference (PP), Assembly (RA, WTSA), Constitution (CS), Convention (CV),
FSM, RR, IFRB, Rules of Procedure (RoP), RRB, WRC, WCIT, ITR, Private Sector, Partners
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Thesis objectives

The current difficulties in the performance of Intergovernmental Organization is in great
part a consequence of an outdated organizational concept conjugated with bureaucratic
functioning where technology dynamism is calling for openness and innovation. In
addition, the politicization of debate at all levels has negative impact to the image of the
Union. The initiatives calling for Reforms, to pull it out of its “decadent mode” have
not brought tangible results over the last two decades.
The dynamism possessed by the Industry and non-governmental Entities is suggesting
new type of partnership where interested parties could work together in the global
environment and on equal footing. The understanding of Partners is that creative future
belongs to them and not to the Governments however, the latter are still hesitating to
satisfy the aspirations of Partners and are not recognizing fully the Partners contribution
to the success of ITU mission.
The objective of this thesis is to present the complexity of ITU regulatory mission and to
better understand the process of frequency spectrum management (FSM) as well as the
modern telecommunication standardisation practices. The study offers arguments and
workable options for change, including the modification to the Union constitutional
model. The study is in search for answers on:
How to assure transparency and efficiency of Frequency Spectrum Management (FMS)
and how to define a new paradigm within the global telecommunication standardization
processes?
How to better associate the Partners from Industry and private sector in building up a
creative environment for ICT convergence evolution and to decide jointly on realistic
and global telecommunication policies?
How to avoid the bureaucracy and eliminate the politicisation of ITU as universal
technical organisation, in view to guarantee the promotion of noble values and provide
high level technical output, beneficial to the universal membership?
The conclusions, as formulated, may assist national authorities and policy makers
(governments, administrations, standardization institutions, regulators…) in search for
national pattern(s) of Telecommunication Strategies and Policies. Also it may assist
private sector (industry, telecommunication operators, etc…) to understand the
importance of the national telecommunication development and its impact on the
national economic environment.
On the international scene, it may contribute to substantial dialog and exchange of views
between the Member States and Partners on optimal conditions for cooperation, in view
to encourage the sustainable development of global telecommunications.
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1.2 Methodology applied
There were few constitutional Reforms made in the ITU over last 100 years and all of
them were associated with technology advances. The most visible were those in Madrid
(1932), when International Telegraphic Union became International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) and Atlantic City (1947) – where the International Frequency Registration
Board (IFRB) was established.
The Plenipotentiary Conference in Nice (1989) made serious efforts to revitalize the
organisation. The efforts converged in the creation of a high level Policy Forum of 23
Member States, known as High Level Committee (HLC), which presented its Report
two years later. The results of this process finally converged to the cosmetic changes in
the Union structure which were approved by 1992 Additional Plenipotentiary
Conference (Geneva 1992).
Since that period, the Union was unable to attach sufficient interest for change and to
replace governments’ conservatism with pragmatism for development. Personal
experience over 30 years, working as a Counsellor to the Secretary-General on Strategy
and Policy matters, offered me an opportunity to observe the problems and identify their
origin in view to advise the Secretary General on the right steps to be taken. My duties
included regular consultations with Governments and private sector by preparing
numerous World Administrative Radiocommunication, Standardisation and
Plenipotentiary conferences, in order to keep the Organisation modern and make it
responsive and efficient.
It was my honour to conduct these activities by assisting three (3) Secretary-general(s)
on duty over 20 years (1986-2007). Unfortunately, the Reform issue over that period
never got a consensus among the majority of constituencies.
The last such experience was performed in the period 2000-2002, with no follow up and
my findings led to the conclusion that no improvement in ITU operational scheme is
possible, unless well prepared and politically acceptable reforms are undertaken on the
constitutional and organisational frame.
The present study is based on personal experience and driven by original ideas that are
considered as rational. The method used is technically inspired with necessary degree of
political considerations, taking account the fact that ITU should remain
intergovernmental and technically sovereign organisation, acting as a world reference.
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1.3 Content guide
Chapters 2 and 3 (History)
Chapter 2 gives the ITU historical picture since its creation until 1947 and Chapter 3
gives the records of the events over the last 60 years with important details that
influenced the ITU mission, its organisation and in particular, the activities in the area of
radiocommunications and world telecommunication standardisation.
Chapter 4 and 5 (Lost opportunities)
The ITU organisational structure and its sector activities are described and evaluated
through critical perspective of the changing telecommunication environment. Along
those lines, Chapter 5 gives the review of the Union efficiency and identifies numerous
lost opportunities over the past 40 years.
Chapters 6 and 7 (Analysis and arguments for change)
The mechanisms relevant to the international regulation of frequency spectrum/orbit
resources are embedded in the Radio Regulations. The substantial analysis of the
situation is offered in Chapter 6 and in Chapter 7 serious reservations are confirmed as
to the efficiency of the current mechanisms available (CPM and WRC) to update the
legal texts (RR). The critical review is supported with the example of WRC-12 output
and perspectives for WRC-15 and WRC-18.
Chapters 8 (Options for efficient FSM)
Chapter 8 gives internal ITU findings and some elements that could improve the
Frequency Spectrum Management potential. The need for RR simplification is an
objective never reached although special group of experts was working on it (VGE 1993
- 1994). With each WRC update, the RR becomes more complex, less user friendly and
more difficult to implement.
Chapter 9 (Search for convergence and leading role)
To respond to the technology evolution and convergence, the establishment of new
Entity in ITU is proposed. The suggestion is led by understanding and conviction that
the ITU must re-conquer its prestige of credible and respected technical Forum for
global ICT standardisation and international regulatory issues. The arguments are given
and supportive elements presented, converging to the Platform for a constitutional
change.
Chapter 10 (New ITU structure)
The proposal for new structure, as a basic Reform element, is supplemented with
description of details that are important for the smooth and efficient ITU functioning.
While the new telecommunication environment substantially modified the role of the
Governments, the evolution of global telecommunication systems, networks and
applications, is clearly the responsibility of Partners which must be sovereign in their
decisions in the field of their exclusive competence.
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Chapter 11 (Conclusions)
It gives the summary of thoughts and perspectives indicating the guidelines for related
activities, should the Governments decide to agree on the Reforms philosophy (Chapter
9 and Chapter 10). Having made a projection over the next 2 plenipotentiary cycles, the
hypothetical calendar of preparatory activities is given together with the Agenda of
various events that may influence the process.
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2.

INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH UNION

2.1 The roots, history and landmarks
On May 24, 1844, Samuel Morse sent his first public message over a telegraph line
between Washington and Baltimore and, through that simple act, ushered in the
telecommunication age. Barely ten years later telegraphy was available as a service to
the general public although the telegraph lines at that time did not cross national
borders. Because each country used a different system, the messages had to be
transcribed, translated and handed over at the frontiers and then re-transmitted again.
Given the slow and non-practical nature of this system, many countries decided to
establish arrangements which would facilitate interconnection of their national
networks.
On October 3, 1849, Prussia and Austria concluded the Convention on the establishment
and usage of the electro-magnetic telegraph in the service of the exchange of “State
messages”. Similar conventions were concluded among different European States
(Prussia and Saxony, Austria and Bavaria etc….). This development rapidly brought
new format of international cooperation and Austro-German telegraphic Union was
created on 25 July 1850 in Dresden where only German States might have joined the
Union without preconditions (additional Convention concluded in Vienna on October
14, 1851).
The countries outside German speaking language may have joined the Union, providing
their prior conclusion of bilateral agreement with one of the German States, members of
the Union. Thus the Netherlands and Hannover became members of that Union on July
01, 1852.
On May 17, 1865, after two and a half months (from March 01) of
negotiations in Paris, the first International Telegraph Convention was signed
by 20 founding Members. The International Telegraph Union (ITU) was born
to facilitate subsequent amendments to this initial agreement.
By signing the International Telegraph Convention, the signatories of 20 countries
(France and Switzerland, followed by Austria and Hungary, Belgium, Grand-Duchy of
Baden, Grand-Duchy of Bavaria, Denmark, Spain, Greece, Hannover, Italy, Netherland,
Portugal, Prussia, Russia, Saxony, Sweden, Norway, Turkey and Würtenberg)
demonstrated a common desire to “assure the advantages of reduced and simple
(unique) tariffs” for their respective international telegraph communications preserving
however, at the same time, the country’s sovereignty and liberty of action by measures
which are not subject of common interests. The Mecklenburg joined the Convention by
the end of 1865.
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Following the patenting of the telephone in 1876 and subsequent expansion of
telephony, the ITU began to draw up international legislation governing the telephony
(1885). With the invention of wireless telegraphy in 1896 (the first type of radiocommunication and its usage for maritime and other purposes), it was decided to
convene a preliminary radio conference in 1903 to address the question of international
regulations for radiotelegraph communications.
The first International Radiotelegraph Conference, held in 1906 in Berlin,
signed the first International Radiotelegraph Convention with its Annex
containing the first regulations governing wireless telegraphy.
These
Regulations, which have since been expanded and revised by numerous radio
conferences, are known as Radio Regulations.
Since its establishment many important milestones of ITU 1 were recorded until 1932
when it became the International Telecommunication Union.
Vienna diplomatic conference 1868 (International Bureau of Telegraphic Union was
created with its seat in Bern).
Rome diplomatic conference 1872 (first participation of Great Britain at Telegraph
Union conference. Private telegraph companies were allowed to be represented in all
conferences).
St. Petersburg diplomatic conference 1875 (the Conferences, dealing with Regulations
would become Administrative Conferences (no more “diplomatic”).
London administrative conference 1879 (first provision concerning the telephone
service was included into the International Treaty of existing “Telegraph Regulations”).
Paris administrative conference 1890 (decided to introduce new mode of telegram
delivery to the home by the means of telephone).
Budapest administrative conference 1896 (the Regulations for International service
and Tables of International Tariffs were revised and annexed to the Convention of St.
Petersburg (1875).
London administrative conference 1903 (is known as the first preliminary Radio
Conference. The usage of the telegraphs other than Hughes was authorized)
Berlin diplomatic conference 1906 (it marked a birth of a new Radio-telegraphic
Union which took its sovereign place along with existing Telegraph Union (Paris, 1865)
as well as with Postal Union (Bern, 1874). Draft new Convention and draft new Radiotelegraph Regulations were elaborated).
1

International Bureau of Telegraphic Union (Bern) From December 8, 1907 the Bureau was divided into 2 sections telegraphy
and radio-telegraphy. The number of countries that were supporting the radio-telegraphic section of the Bureau was 68. The
contracting countries that were contributing financially in certain number of units were divided in 6 categories (25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 3).
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Lisbon administrative conference 1908 (the “International Bureau (Bern)” was
authorized to act as the central body for the Radiotelegraph Service).
London diplomatic conference 1912 (54 countries were present. The International
Radiotelegraph Convention and Service Regulations were revised and the principle of
freedom of intercommunication was recognized. The Titanic disaster led to the
establishment of the Regulation for Maritime Mobile Service (MMS)).
Paris administrative conference 1925 (Consultative Committee for Telegraphy (CCIT)
was set up in the same format as committee for telephony that already existed (CCIF
1924). For the forthcoming radiotelegraphic conference (1927 in Washington) the
modifications to the Convention of St. Petersburg were proposed in order to include the
provisions related to the radiotelegraphy).
Washington diplomatic conference 1927 (79 countries were present.
The
International Radiotelegraph Conference (04.10 - 25.11) substantially revised the
radiotelegraph Convention, the General Radio Regulations and Additional Radio
Regulations. The first Table of allocation of frequencies for various services, including
the Broadcasting, was created and Radiocommunication Consultative Committee
(CCIR) was set up).
Bruxelles administrative conference 1928 (was dealing with procedures intended to
regulate the code of languages, further to the establishment of the relevant Committee
by the International Telegraph Conference in Paris (1925). This Committee met in
Paris on October 19, 1925, in Cortina d’Ampezzo (Italy) on August 2-26, 1926, and in
Washington on October 11-13, 1927.

2.2 Madrid diplomatic conference 1932 (03.09 - 10.12)
The International Telegraph Conference and the international Radiotelegraph
Conference met simultaneously and decided to merge into single entity – the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The Telegraph Convention (1865)
and the Radiotelegraph Convention (1906) were combined into single International
Telecommunication Convention, embracing three areas – telegraphy, telephony and
radio. It served as the Union’s Charter and Constitution, establishing its legal ground
and setting forth its purposes, composition, structure and functions.
Three sets of Telecommunication Regulations (for Radio, Telephone and Telegraph)
were created and annexed to the Convention (CV). The word “Radiotelegraph” was
replaced by “Radiocommunications” and new term “Telecommunication” was defined
in the CV as follows: any telegraphic or telephonic communication of signs, signals,
writing, facsimiles and sounds of any kind, by wire, wireless or other systems or
processes of electric signalling or visual signalling (semaphores).
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With the creation of new ITU, the central office in Bern was renamed to the Bureau of
the International Telecommunication Union and an important decision related to the use
of official languages was taken – French would continue to be used for drafting all
documents. However, French and English could both be used during discussions and
interpreters would be provided by the Bureau.
The allocation and proper use of frequencies was discussed and as a result, two Tables
were inserted in the Radio Regulations: Table of tolerances and Table of acceptable
bandwidths for various types of emissions. As to the registration of radio frequencies,
the administrations became obligated to inform the Bureau prior to putting a new
frequency in service and/or making changes to its transmitting power.
In addition, changes were made to the Regulations of Maritime Mobile Service (MMS)
and to the Regulations concerning the CCIR. Permanent rules of procedure were
established and the time between the two CCIR Assemblies was changed from two to
every five years. Finally, the Radiocommunication Regulations (RR) were revised and
annexed to the new Convention.
The International Telecommunication Union – the name was chosen to reflect full
scope of Union responsibilities (wire-line and wireless communication), came into
effect on January 01, 1934. The details of diplomatic and administrative events
over this period may be found in the Report of Union Bureau (Bern) from 1915
and 1946.

2.3 Madrid heritage (1932 – 1946)
The first post-Madrid Conference (telegraph and telephone) took place in Cairo in 1938
and was held simultaneously with the first Administrative Radiocommunication
Conference under the banner of the International Telecommunication Conference.
The unification of Extra-European rates for telegraph services was on the agenda and
sub-committee was created of Members, representatives from private companies and
one representative from the International Chamber of Commerce. The Committee
reached no agreement and therefore the status quo was maintained. It was decided that
CCIT would study the issue of rates and their equivalence in gold francs with the
objective to present a report to the next Plenipotentiary or Administrative conference.
The unification of code and plain language rates for telegrams within the European
regime was adopted. The Telephone Regulations were modified to include the
establishment of “reversed-call charges” and “urgent aircraft calls.” The urgent aircraft
calls would be given priority over all other types of calls except urgent government
calls. It was decided that henceforth the Telephone Regulations would be published as
a separate document from the Telegraph Regulations.
26

The Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCIT) was reorganized in order to function
similarly to the Telephone Consultative Committee (CCIF) and Radiocommunication
Committee (CCIR).
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3.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
UNION United Nations Specialized Agency

3.1 Plenipotentiary Conference Atlantic City
(16.05 – 02.10.1947)
On September 16, 1946 the United States government requested the ITU Bureau to
invite members of the Union to a Plenipotentiary conference in Atlantic City. The
International Telecommunications Conferences under the chairmanship of FCC
Chairman, Mr Charles R. Denny Jr., started with the International Radio Conference,
convened on 15 May 1947, simultaneously with the International Telecommunication
Conference that began on 1 July 1947. One of the first actions of the latter was to
approve the Rules of Procedure as well as to assess the participation of certain noninvited countries. Spain was not admitted to any of the Atlantic City conferences.
The Frequency Allocation Table was complemented with the appropriate portion of
frequency spectrum for radio-navigation service and Cairo Regulations were expanded
to include allocations for the aeronautical mobile service and HF Broadcasting. A
frequency band was assigned for the development and use of experimental long distance
radio-navigation systems and a special frequency was dedicated for the maritime mobile
radio-telephone for calling and distress purposes.
The Atlantic City was the first ITU conference after WW2 in search to re-define the
purposes of the Union and means of achieving them. In view to maintain the ITU role
in the centre of international cooperation in matters concerning telecommunications, an
Independent body to regulate the use of radio-frequencies (IFRB) was created. And the
entry of ITU in the UN family as Specialized Agency for telecommunications was
decided. The Final Acts entered into force on 1st January 1949.
The role of ITU conferences was amended and the Plenipotentiary Conference (PP)
remained the main governing body. The time and date of these conferences would be
set at the preceding conference, but could be changed if new location was proposed by
at least twenty Member States. The Administrative Conferences, being responsible for
the revision of Regulations, would meet at the same time and place as the
Plenipotentiary conference. Further, an Administrative Council (AC) was created to act
on behalf of the plenipotentiaries in the period between the two conferences. The
Council would have eighteen (18) members, elected by the Plenipotentiary Conference
every five years. The selection procedure for Council members would follow the same
guidelines as electing the members to the International Frequency Registration Board
(IFRB) 2.
2

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB) was created at International Radio Conference and approved by the International
Telecommunication Conference. The creation of the Board introduced a new concept in the regulatory Policy of the Union.
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In order to be independent of Swiss government, the Union established an autonomous
and centralized office led by a single director. The Plenipotentiary Conference
determined that Secretary General, Assistant Secretary-Generals and staff would need to
be appointed by Administrative Council to administer the General Secretariat of the
Union. The General Secretariat would be required to operate independently from the
authority of an external government influence. By unanimous vote, Geneva was chosen
as the ITU permanent seat.
The issue of languages was addressed and French, English, Spanish, Russian and
Chinese were adopted as official languages of the ITU while the working languages
were revised to include French, English and Spanish. However, the authentic language
of the Union would remain French.

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB)
An open ended working group, the Provisional Frequency Board (PFB), was created to
draw up the procedures for the IFRB, including its duties. The IFRB would have eleven
(11) members representing five administrative Regions: Americas, Western Europe,
Eastern Europe, Africa, North Asia and the rest of the world. The IFRB would be
brought into existence on 1st January 1948. However, the representatives for the IFRB
were elected and they held their first meeting on September 30, 1947.
The PFB examined and determined the directives for International Frequency List (IFL)
and decided that work on it would continue after the conference. The members of the
IFRB were instructed to work together with Provisional Frequency Board (PFB) to
create a new International Frequency List, based on the engineering principles. This
master frequency list (IFL) would enable the notification and registration of frequency
use and their tracking and in addition, it would notify member countries of new
registrations giving them an opportunity to raise concerns and objections.
It was decided that International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and other
international aeronautical organizations would assume the responsibility for procedures
and regulations related to the aeronautical communication. However, ITU would
continue to maintain general procedures regarding distress signals.
Atlantic City conference was well aware of the importance of international order in the
usage of the radio-frequency spectrum. The IFRB members were elected as recognized
experts and considered as “custodians of an international public trust” and not as
representatives of their respective countries or regions. They were supposed to act
independently and represent themselves only. To support their independence, they were
paid from the ITU budget and to maintain the objectivity, they were expected not to
request or receive any instructions – and Member States were asked to refrain from
attempting to influence them in the performance of their duties. IFRB decisions were
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final and could be changed only by the majority at the Plenipotentiary Conference (PP)
or at a World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC).
The decision on the creation of the Board implied that IFRB members must be
“thoroughly qualified in the field of radio, possessing practical experience in the
assignment and utilization of frequencies” and must be elected by the PP Conference
from the candidates proposed by Member States. The Board was originally envisioned
by its proponents “as something of a cross between the FCC and the International Court
of Justice”.
In reality, the IFRB never achieved a status comparable to that of those bodies. It
may be that Member States did not wish the Board to perform the function of an
arbitrator for radio-frequency spectrum usage by all nations of the world, as they
were not willing to yield any of their national sovereignty to a supranational
regulator.
Even with its limited powers the IFRB, acting on its founding values, proved useful for
many years to come. The Board served the membership well and impartially, helping to
ensure that Radio Regulations were interpreted coherently and strictly observed.

3.2 Time of early reforms
Buenos Aires Plenipotentiary 1952
The Conference (03.10 – 22.12) completed the reorganization of the Union as started in
1947. The duties of Administrative Council were expanded as were the duties of the
Secretary-General. It was decided that Secretary-General (SG), the two Assistant
Secretary-Generals (ASG) as well as the Directors of CCIR, CCIT and CCIF should all
be the nationals of different Member States.
The safety of life telecommunications were embodied in the Convention (new Art. 36)
to make it obligatory for absolute priority to be given to the telecommunications
concerning safety of life at sea, land and in the air and to the epidemiological
telecommunications of exceptional urgency. The Conference laid the groundwork for
ultimate merge of CCIT and CCIF into a single Telephone and Telegraph Consultative
Committee (CCITT), what indeed happened in 1956.

Geneva Plenipotentiary 1959
The process of integration into the UN common system (working conditions, salaries,
pensions, etc.) was completed. The Conference decided that SG and ASG should
henceforth be elected directly by the Plenipotentiaries and not, as before, by the
Administrative Council.
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A new provision was added to the Convention (CV Art.4) referring to the development
of telecommunications in developing countries as one of the purposes of the Union.
Consequently, the Department of Technical Cooperation (TCD) was created in 1960
under the authority of the Secretary-General.
Responding to the space challenge, an Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference
(EARC) was held in Geneva (1963) to allocate frequencies to various space services 3.
Subsequent space conferences made further allocations and put in place the regulations
governing the use of radio-frequency spectrum, geostationary orbit and associated
orbital slots.

Montreux Plenipotentiary 1965
The Union structure was amended – the Administrative Council was enlarged from 25
to 29 and IFRB membership was reduced from 11 to 5. The development of satellite
communications and creation of regional telecommunication Unions obliged ITU to deal
separately with the international and regional telecommunication questions. Two types
of Conferences were therefore defined:
World Administrative Conferences (WARC) to deal with telecommunication
questions of worldwide character concerning all types of telecommunication
services (telegraphy, telephony, radiocommunications, broadcasting, space
communications, maritime and aeronautical services, etc.).
Regional Administrative Conferences (RARC) to deal with problems of regional
nature; the subject may concern either a given geographical region or a specific
telecommunication service. Their decisions should be in conformity with
Regulations of the World Administrative Conferences and should not conflict
with the interests of other regions.

Geneva Plenipotentiary 1973
World Administrative Telegraph and Telephone Conference (WATTC-73) approved a
new version of Telegraph and Telephone Regulations (TTR). Following the request by
Montreux conference (1965) to simplify these Regulations, the CCITT did a great deal
of preparatory work (Mar del Plata, 1968 and Geneva, 1972).
The TTR were substantially simplified by transferring the detailed provisions for
telegraph and telephone services to CCITT Recommendations. They remained in force
until 1988, despite rapid development in the means of transmission and the expansion of
facilities offered to the customers.

3

In the same year, the first geostationary communications satellite (Syncom1) was launched, following Arthur C. Clarke
vision (1945) on satellite communications.
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Melbourne Telegraph & Telephone Conference (WATTC, 1988)
At the time of profound changes of national telecommunication environments and
implicitly the appearance of new paradigm within national telecommunication policies
(deregulation, privatization, etc…), the WATTC found ITU membership somewhat nonprepared for big decisions. However, the texts of the Regulations (ITR) were modified
indeed, following the consensus reached at very late hour.

Nice Plenipotentiary 1989
Major event was a decision concerning the assistance to developing countries, attaching
to it the same status as to the historic activities in the standardization and radio
regulatory areas. To this end, the Bureau in the Headquarters (BDT) was established to
improve communications in the developing regions. The initiative and decision were
politically inspired without sufficient consideration how to operate the new Entity
(funds, knowledge, human resources, education, training, etc.)

Geneva Additional Plenipotentiary (APP-1992)
The objective set up in the planning phase was to adapt the ITU structure to increasingly
complex, interactive and competitive environment. Unfortunately, the objective was not
achieved and with no value added, the Union organs became Sectors within respective
areas of activity, i.e. Telecommunication Standardization (ITU-T), Radiocommunication
(ITU-R) and Telecommunication Development (ITU-D).

Torremolinos Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-92)
made for the first time the frequency allocations to space service using nongeostationary (NGSO) satellites, known as Global Mobile Personal Communications by
Satellite (GMPCS). Necessary spectrum was identified for IMT-2000 what inspired
ITU to develop a global standard for digital mobile telephony.

Kyoto Plenipotentiary, 1994
advocated more client-oriented approach and activities focusing on the changing role
and functions of ITU Members. It established the World Telecommunication Policy
Forum (WTPF), an ad hoc forum, to encourage exchange of ideas on emerging policy
issues arising from the changing telecommunication environment. The first WTPF was
held in 1996 on the theme of GMPCS.

Minneapolis Plenipotentiary, 1998
was the event without great Agenda apart of the new leadership (5), elected in rather
disturbing election process with too much politics. The fact that all officials were new
and fresh unexpectedly influenced the election process later at PP-06. The conference is
also known that number of the RRB members was increased from 9 to 12 – with no
technical arguments and no operational needs.
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Marrakesh Plenipotentiary, 2002
was saturated with debate on so called “digital divide”, one of the (non)priorities to be
undertaken while facilitating the development of inter-operational networks. The World
Summit on Information Society (WSIS) was another superficial gathering although it
was evident since the beginning that ideas could not be translated into workable practice
without serious budgetary considerations. Although it proved a redundant ITU event, it
is rather unfortunate that it is still on ITU different Agendas in 2013….

Antalya, Turkey (2006) and Guadalajara, Mexico (2010)
were supposed to set up the roadmap for matching the Union preeminence with always
new challenges. Instead, too much noise was made around Bridging the Digital Divide,
without tangible results. With WSIS campaign ongoing, the Union definitely slipped in
certain irregular orbit, where political calculations continue to prevail and which do not
allow for substantial discussion on strategic objectives.

3.3 In summary
Over the first 100 years, the International Telegraph Union was growing and expanding
the volume of its activities in perfect symbiosis with the environment as it was required,
or being possible. Throughout this period the Union of Administrations remained a
Union where almost 90% of its activities were related to the issues of tariffs and revision
of the International (TT) Regulations. New missions were entrusted to the Union when
it became a UN specialized agency, thus redefining the key features as universality,
solidarity and preeminence. The 1947 was a departure in new direction.
The number of ITU members exploded around 60’s when newly independent countries
joined the family. However, the increased membership did not have the proportional
impact on the Union performances. The priorities of Members became more divergent
and technical discussions became more and more associated with political
considerations.
The Union of modern times is an asymmetric voluntary club in terms of its membership
and heterogeneous organization in view of its potential, member interests and influence.
It became a representative of an asynchronous telecommunication society with all its
ingredients, different priorities and divergent interests.
The Union was established in 1865 on the principle “give and take” – all Members were
partners and number of “recipients” was equal to the number of “donors”. Today, this
principle is no more valid. Today the Union is looking for a new and efficient format, to
be responsive and satisfactory to all membership, Governments and Partners having
equal status and equal rights.
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1. BR (IFRB & CCIR)
2. TSB (CCITT)
3. BDT (TCD & CTD)

1992
1992
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1.
2.
3.
4.

1865
1906
1932
1989

CONSTITUTION
CONVENTION
TREATY TEXTS

International Bureau of Telegraph Administrations
International Bureau of Telegraph Union
CCIT
CCIF
CCIR
IFRB
CCITT
General Secretariat

International Telegraph Convention
International Radiotelegraph Convention
International Telecommunication Convention
ITU Constitution and Convention

International Telegraph Regulations
International Telephone Regulations
International Radio Regulations
International Telecommunication Regulations
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4. STRUCTURE AND LEGAL TEXTS
The Constitution (CS) deals with matters of organization entrusting, inter alia, the Radio
Sector with the task of ensuring “rational, equitable, efficient and economical use of the
radio-frequency spectrum by all radiocommunication services” (CS 78). It sets forth the
basic principles for the frequency spectrum management (Article 1).
The Convention (CV) complements the Constitution. Its Articles are related, interalia,
to the functioning of Union sectors, their Study groups (SGs), the General secretariat
and the Radio Regulatory Board 4 (RRB), all of which play a major role in the
international frequency spectrum management and the standardization processes. The
Study groups develop the Recommendations and Reports the texts of which are
recognized worldwide although not being mandatory. Only the Recommendations
incorporated by reference in the Radio Regulations are legally binding.

Constitution (CS)
Preamble
Ch I
Ch II
Ch III
Ch IV
Ch IV a
Ch V
Ch VI
Ch VII
Ch VIII
Ch IX
Annex:

Basic Provisions (Articles 1 to 11)
Radiocommunication Sector (Art 12 to 16)
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (Art 17 to 20)
Telecommunication Development Sector (Art 21 to 24)
Working Methods of the Sectors
Other Provisions Concerning the Functioning of ITU (Art 25 to 32)
General Provisions Relating to Telecommunications (Art 33 to 43)
Special Provisions for Radio (Art 44 to 48)
Relations with the UN, Other International Organizations and NonMember States (Art 49 to 51)
Final Provisions (Art 52 to 58)
Definition of certain terms

Convention (CV)
Ch I
Ch II-III
Ch IV
Ch V
Ch VI
Annex:

Functioning of the Union (Articles 1 to 22)
Provisions regarding Conferences and Assemblies (Art.23-32)
Other Provisions (Art 33 to 35)
Provisions as to Operation of Telecommunication Services (Art 36, 40
Arbitration and Amendment (Articles 41 and 42)
Definition of certain terms

Other Texts
4

dealt with in Chapter 5.4
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ITU (Administrative) Council
The Council is acting on behalf of the plenipotentiaries in the period between the two
conferences and is meeting every year. It was established under the name
Administrative Council by 1947 Conference in Atlantic City. The number of Council
seats (initially 18) evolved to equal 25% of the total number of Member States. Its
members are elected by the plenipotentiaries with due regard to the equitable
distribution of seats among the Members States of five administrative Regions
(Americas, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australasia).
Council is empowered to adapt the decisions taken by the plenipotentiaries, within the
scope of CS and CV provisions, and is responsible for smooth management, budget
approval and control of finances and expenditure. As appropriate, it takes necessary
steps to ensure the correct implementation of the administrative Regulations (ITR and
RR) as well as other decisions of the conferences and meetings.
In Kyoto, the number of Council members was increased from 43 to 46 and adjective
“administrative" was left out pretending that it must reflect on “broader role” beyond the
administrative issues and Guadalajara PP-10 assigned additional seat (47) to Region 2.
With this high number the Council became a discussion club of “privileged members”,
the efficiency of which requires a serious review.

World and Regional Radio Conference (WRC, RRC)
The WRC is amending the regulatory texts of treaty character (RR). Currently it takes
place in regular intervals (3 or 4 years) and its Agenda is drafted by previous WRC,
technical basis set up by the CPM (Conference Preparatory Meetings) and the final
agenda confirmed by the Council, unless it is modified later by the Conference itself.
The functioning of WRC is identical to the earlier administrative radio conferences
(WARC) however, the periodicity of these Conferences, the agenda of which is just
unreasonably long, is raising serious concerns while considering the conference purpose,
its objectives and quality of its achievements. In addition, the conference preparatory
process (CPM) proved to be outdated mechanism – the Report of which appears to be
non-relevant anymore, at the time of the conference.

World Conference on International Telecommunication (WCIT)
The World Conference on International Telecommunication is in charge to review and
to modify the existing International Telecommunication Regulations (WATTC, 1988).
At most recent WCIT (Dubai, 2012), the major issue in focus was the Internet and
associated regulatory considerations that are outside the scope of the ITU mandate.
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Since its conception, the Internet philosophy was developed independently outside the
ITU and is governed by the entities having capacity to do so. However, the question
whether ITU should be involved in possible regulation of this new and free
telecommunication support was put on the table. Unfortunately, the related discussions
proved to be politically inspired, led in wrong direction and were thus non-productive
and not consensual.

Radio Regulatory Board (RRB)
The RRB is a part-time Board that replaced the permanent IFRB abolished by the APP
in 1992. It was perceived more as a structure of “transitional character” but after 20
years it continues to operate and no Member State has courage to propose its
suppression or at least, the modification of its responsibilities?
The IFRB members in 1947 were supposed to be recognized experts specialized in the
radiocommunication matters, but today the RRB members (12) are political figures,
representatives of administrative regions, elected by the plenipotentiaries (?). Such
evolution of the Board membership profile is contrary to the Atlantic City basic criteria
as being a group of high level and independent professionals that are acting in neutral
terms.

4.2 ITU Sectors and specialized secretariats (BR, TSB and BDT)
The role of the General Secretariat is to provide timely and efficient services to the
membership, to support the activities of the Sectors and provide any logistical
assistance, as appropriate. The Secretary General is “a manager” for the corporate
financial and personnel matters (CV Art. 4) although he may delegate certain
responsibilities to the Directors of the Bureaux. The Secretary-General is chairing the
Coordination Committee composed of five (5) elected officials. Although the priorities
should be set within each Sector, the matters of common interest are coordinated in this
Committee.
The Deputy Secretary-General assists the Secretary General and may be delegated
specific duties, in accordance with Article 11 (CS) and Article 5 (CV).

4.2.1 Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R)
Covering the variety of academic (scientific) activities, the primary responsibility of the
sector is related to the efficient Frequency Spectrum Management (FSM) through the
implementation of the Union regulatory policy associated with the usage of radio
systems and frequency spectrum/orbit resources.
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The Radio Regulations (RR) and its Table of Frequency Allocations are reviewed and
updated at Intergovernmental meetings (WRC), taking into account the needs of
Member States for new and/or different spectrum utilization. The WRC decisions
constitute the starting point for national regulatory practices where the RR represents a
legal framework for the utilization of radio frequency spectrum/ orbits resources.

Radiocommunication Assembly (RA)
The mandate of the Assembly is to define the content and volume of Study groups’
activities and approve the texts of (non-binding) Recommendations, Reports and study
Questions. The decision making process (approval of Recommendations) “by
correspondence” brought up some dynamism over the recent years.
The relevant Question how to further streamline the work of RA and WTSA, while
considering the elements of convergence and avoiding the duplication of scarce
resources, remains open.

Study Groups and Advisory Group (RAG)
Radio Advisory Group (RAG) was set up in 1992 to advice the Director of the Bureau
on questions that he might consider relevant. Unfortunately, the open format and nonadapted working methods diluted the idea of making it a strategic advisory body.
The technology convergence imposes enhanced cooperation among different BR Study
Groups as well as with those of the standardization sector. The Kyoto PP-94 recognized
the need for further “refinement” on both sides of the two Sectors (ITU-R, ITU-T) but
the initiative has never been materialized.

Radiocommunication Bureau (BR)
The specialized secretariat manages the requests for spectrum/orbit usage, as submitted
by administrations (initiating procedures, verifying compliance with the rules,
registering and notifying the assignments). Small portion of human resources is used to
assist the Study groups’ activities and major part is devoted to Frequency Spectrum
usage, its management and its administration.
The specialized secretariat is organized in two segments after the merge of ex-IFRB
with ex-CCIR in 1992. Contrary to expected synergy, the substantial volume of
professional knowledge and experience was left under-explored. And even worse, the
valuable studies performed by the secretariat, as well as its experience in FSM, is not
permitted to be used at the time of regular consultations among members – it is not
allowed to independently contribute to the work of the WRC.
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4.2.2 Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
The ITU-T activities in general are dynamic force of progress and due to technological
evolution, they require global approach. The experts from ROAs, SIOs and R&D
entities are studying and agreeing on widely applicable technical specifications for ICT
equipment. The Sector primary responsibilities are as follows:





provide an efficient and effective forum for development of genuine
international standards, adapted to the changing ICT environment.
cooperate with other standard bodies, as appropriate.
disseminate the information (Recommendations) through distribution of
manuals in collaboration with other Bureaus.
provide assistance to Members with such needs in relation to the
standardization matters, information and communication infrastructure and
HR training.

World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA)
The former CCITT Plenary Assembly was renamed to WTSA (1992) which is supposed
to define the sector policy guidelines and approve the work program and the structure of
Study groups. The duties and functions of WTSA are laid down in CS (Art.18) and CV
(Art.13). The Recommendations approval process was improved essentially allowing it
to be performed by correspondence. As in ITU-R, the idea of possible merging of RA
and WTSA is a reasonable objective.

Study Groups and Advisory Group (TSAG)
The work is performed within Study groups which have the same format and working
methods as in the radiocommunication sector. TSAG is an open-ended group with a
mandate to review the priorities and work progress of Study groups and to recommend
measures for cooperation and coordination with other bodies outside ITU. If TSAG
was performing jointly with RAG, it would substantially contribute to the convergence
of their corresponding “cultures”.

World Telecommunication Policy Forum (WTPF)
The availability and affordability in the provision of new services, technology
advancement, the convergence of telecommunication services and next generation
networks (NGN) are triggering the discussions on the future telecommunication
standardization policy and regulatory concept. WTPF 2009 issued few Opinions and
WTPF 2013 did review the situation on:
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-

Internet-related public policy matters
The implications of the advent of NGN and advanced broadband access
ICT and the Environment
Strategies for creating confidence and security in the use of ICT
Capacity building in support of the adoption of IPv6
New International Telecommunication Regulations (ITR)

Telecommunication Standardization Bureau (TSB)
The reforms in 1992 did not affect the ex-CCITT secretariat nor the status of its
Director. Their responsibilities and mode of functioning remained essentially the same.
As in the case of BR, the TSB remains an “administrative assistant” to the Member
States and Sector members (m) in their activities where the role of highly qualified
secretariat remains under explored.

4.2.3 Telecommunication Development Sector (ITU-D)
When the Technical Cooperation Department (TCD) was set up (1960) under the
direction of the Secretary General, it proved innovative, rational, efficient and thus
appreciated technical body. Based on experts’ performances, the TCD grew up and
extensively developed the mechanism for qualified assistance, however, with the time
the headquarter bureaucracy was enhanced and the potential for scientific expertise and
efficient working performance was diluted.
At the end of 80s, the ITU was searching for a new mechanism and in 1984 the Center
for Telecommunication Development (CTD), a private entity under ITU umbrella was
created to work in parallel with the Technical Cooperation Department. The results,
however, did not meet the expectations due to lack of promised financial resources.
Later, with the BDT set up in 1989, the situation called for simple merge of the above
two structures. The executive Director was elected only in 1992 and since then, the
BDT was striving for substantial performance where efficiency was never a priority
criterion.

World Telecommunication Development Conference (WTDC)
The World Telecommunication Development Conference is a Forum where multiple
high level addresses associated with numerous political declarations have no rational
outcome. In reality, it is a political instrument in the hands of certain group of countries
that wish to directly influence the ITU (plenipotentiary) overall policies.
In many
ways, it proved as a duplication of the plenipotentiary agendas where “certain majority”
of membership is prejudging the acceptable decisions that belong to the
plenipotentiaries only.
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Study Groups and Advisory Group (TDAG)
Since very beginning the creation of Study groups in BDT was understood non-adequate
feature but nobody objected? The two Study groups meetings became a source of nonproductive bureaucracy. In the absence of motivated participants from developing
countries, the requirements for inter-sector coordination were on the agenda with the
understanding that somebody would do the work! Without a new quality, these
activities often led to superficial discussions on less important issues.
TDAG had some role to play in early times before BDT, associated with CTD. In the
present environment, it is not clear what role at all this consultancy body could have?

Telecommunication Development Bureau (BDT)
The “development sector” and its secretariat is to some extent a reflection of power
balance in the Union. Contrary to the quality of its output, the BDT sector budget is the
highest among the three sectors and thus represents serious anachronism within federal
budget.
The positive element in this story is that other two ITU secretariats (BR and TSB) are
assisting the BDT by offering the content and substance whenever needed and as
appropriate.

Regional Presence
ITU policy on regional presence was designed in 70s to promote the “development” in
the Regions. Currently there are the field offices in Addis Ababa (for Africa), in
Brasilia (for Americas), in Cairo (for the Arab States), in Bangkok (for Asia and Pacific)
and in Moscow (for Europe and CIS countries) and a number of area offices in each of
these regions. Due to different circumstances, these offices are relatively inefficient
ITU exposures that would deserve serious review (not a subject of this thesis).

4.3 Radio Regulations (RR)
The Treaty is establishing relative rights of Member States if / or when inappropriate
uses of the frequency spectrum give rise to harmful interference (Chapter 6). The last
revision of the RR was signed on February 16, 2012 and modified Regulations will enter
into force by February 2014. The basic provisions and procedures contained in the
Articles and Appendices are:
–

the Table of frequency allocations for different radio services and their relative
status (Article 5). The table was drawn up in view to allow each frequency band
to be shared by maximum number of services whose operation by the countries
concerned is considered to be compatible, if necessary through coordination;
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–

maximum values of radiated power (Art.21 and 22) and the regulatory procedures
(Art. 9, 11, 12) for ensuring compatibility through coordination and notification
procedures;

–

the frequency Plans (for certain services in certain bands), giving each country a
guaranteed access to the spectrum, in particular for mobile services (App 25, 26
and 27), HF broadcasting (Art.12), BSS (App.30 and 30A) and FSS (App30B)
and recently the Plans emanating from the Regional Radiocommunication
Conference (RRC-06);

–

methods and technical criteria for determining whether the implementation of a
radio station calls for coordination with other administrations (App. 4, 5, 7, 8);

–

various administrative provisions (Art.18) which require of each Member State to
grant a license to any transmitting station to be operated by any private entity.

The use of radio-frequency spectrum is a matter of State sovereignty but in order to be
efficient, it must be regulated. By ratifying the Treaty texts (RR) the Members agree to
respect the common rules for using the spectrum, the goal being the efficient use and
equitable access. The Constitution in Article 6 (No.37) states “The Member States are
bound to abide by the provisions of this Constitution, the Convention and
Administrative Regulations in all telecommunication offices and stations established or
operated by them which engage in international services or which are capable of causing
harmful interference to radio services of other countries, except in regard to services
exempted from these obligations in accordance with the provisions of Article 48 of this
Constitution”.
And No. 38 of the same Article states “The Member States are also bound to take the
necessary steps to impose the observance of the provisions of this CS and CV and
Administrative Regulations upon operating agencies authorized by them”.
Compliance with these instruments therefore assumes that each Member State should
take, to the extent outlined above, the measures necessary (legislation, regulations,
authorizations) to extend the obligations of such instruments to other spectrum users
(operators, administrations, individuals, etc.) into the domestic regime.

4.4 International Telecommunication Regulations (ITR)
The existing Regulations that set up the Rules applicable to Administrations or ROAs
were adopted at the World Administrative Telephone and Telegraph Conference
(WATTC, Melbourne, on December 9, 1988). In line with CS and CV provisions, they
can be amended by the World Conference on International Telecommunications
(WCIT)5.
5

New name for ex-WATTC
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The ITR comprise Articles dealing, inter-alia, with definitions of international
telecommunication services, cooperation between administrations, safety of life and
priority of telecommunications and charging and accounting principles. The adoption of
ITR in 1988 marked the beginning of the liberalization process in international
telecommunications though few countries, including United States and United
Kingdom, had made steps to liberalize their markets before already.
The WCIT-12 conference contained great amount of proposals on sensitive matters (as
Internet) which sparked at early stage an overall politicization of debate and
consequently no agreement at the end of the Conference.
The ambition of certain parties to modify the ITR content together with possible
redefinition of the ITU role, its legal jurisdiction over new services while maintaining
the preeminent role on the subject matter, was simply refused. The Conference
concluded in disagreement where more than 40% of Member States present and having
right to vote, refused to sign the Final Acts.
While analyzing the results, the impression is that politically inspired preparations
literally killed the technical spirit and made any consensual agreement impossible.
WCIT-12 is understood as a political fiasco the consequence of which will take some
time to be absorbed by the membership.
At the same, the non-signature of the conference Final Acts was a demonstration to the
ITU leadership, how ITU should not work.
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5.

ITU THROUGH FOUR DECADES – CRITICAL VIEW

5.1 First twenty years
The way towards Reform in any environment proved difficult due to different interests
and different priorities among the membership. The period from 1950 to 1970 brought
up fresh ideas that were converging in response to the challenges. And the seventies
brought up series of technological innovations as:





entry of space communications and the need for their regulation,
concept of advanced FSM and planning of spectrum usage for new or
sensitive radiocommunication services,
new regulatory policy leading to WARC-79 with its amendments to RR,
new initiatives and the beginning of ISDN story

The PP cycle 1973-1982 was unusually long due to the lack of relevant legal provisions.
The series of World Administrative Radio Conferences (WARC) started in 1981 and
continued until 1992. More than 15 of them (service-oriented) were successfully
concluded, most of them in two sessions. Decisions taken by those WARCs increased
the Union’s credibility as universal telecommunication regulatory body.
1981

MF Region 2

1982

FM Region 1 (part 1)

1983

BC Sat Region 2

1984

FM Region 1 (part 2)

and HFBC

1985

EMA / MM

and ORB-85

1986

MF Region 2 (part 1)

and AFR-TV (part 2)

1987

MOB-87

and HF-87

1988

MF Region 2 (part 2)

and ORB-88

1989

PP-Nice

and AFR-TV (part 2)

It would appear that during this period the organization did not realize that new
environment created new opportunities which did require fundamental changes in
national Policies (deregulation, privatization, liberalization). These changes were not
detected and the Union was paralyzed in due course by its traditions and inertia.
The partial reforms as launched in 90’s led to more bureaucracy thus not satisfying
neither majority nor minority of Members and in particular, the sector members (m). It
was expected that each next plenipotentiary cycle would bring new opportunities for the
intellectual reflection to inspire more reforms – new repartition of responsibilities – but
this was not the case.
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The “associated members” (m) were less motivated to invest their resources into the ITU
working process and some of the Union members start believing that they are more
constructive than others…(?) and some of them pretended being more important than
others…(?) And this harmful culture unfortunately contributed to excessive
politicization of ITU as the universal technical Forum.
With number of Members increasing, the sovereign Governments, although serving one
Union, started unofficially and later on officially, with grouping and creating smaller
interest groups or “sub-unions”. Closed ad-hoc groups, led by various interests, became
an instrument for partial solutions over the wide range of issues. These groups became
influential and even harmful to the federal Union, depending on the subject and degree
of egoism which was regularly interpreted as a national interest.
These interests were often too different to reach a consensus around the solutions that
were considered rational and acceptable for all, in principle.
At early stage of deregulation of traditional monopolies, the industry, users, service
providers and network operators became natural partners in changing the telecom’s
world (Usercom, 1989). Monopolies disappeared and many administrations passed over
the operational functions to the partners that have suitable resources to perform and
make advancing the telecommunications for the benefit of respective economies.
In certain areas today the Administrations are seen as sclerotic components of the
process that largely bypass them. Along with their interests in telecommunication
applications and service offering, the Governments have less and less to contribute and
many of them have nothing! And this is very negative element giving rise to
politicization of any debate…
Nice Plenipotentiary and High Level Committee (HLC)
The need for substantial reforms at that time was obvious since technology inspired and
market driven initiatives triggered the movement which profoundly changed the national
understanding of telecommunications and the corresponding policies. The
plenipotentiaries met three times from 1989 to 1995 to address the issue but the
Governments responded to the market requirements and user needs only to the extent
that was compatible with their national interests.
So much needed realism did not prevail at Nice except for the superficial refreshment of
the management team. The High Level Committee (HLC) was created – it
accomplished its mission but the governments were still not ready to admit the Union’s
increasing weaknesses. The aspirations at PP-89 were disproportionate, particularly by
the developing countries. Guided in wrong direction with too much rhetoric, the
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conference left the reforms in abeyance for the future times, lacking the much needed
political maturity of Members.
The two plenipotentiary conferences 1989 and 1992 both failed in reaching the
objective. Kyoto that happened 2 years later was in fact the “corollary effect” of the
previous events and was quickly “classified”. The ambitious story of “reforms” was
definitively over for some time….
All three conferences were part of the same process which is seen today as
disappointment. Not because of what has been done, but because of the lost
momentum, time and money wasted and the reforms not agreed! The mistake
was of strategic importance, it was the mistake of non-competent leadership at
the time.

5.2 Period of lost momentum and stagnation
The High Level Committee (HLC) left behind many grey areas and modest inspirations
of plenipotentiaries was sufficient only for “cosmetic changes”. The Additional
Plenipotentiary conference (Geneva, 1992) decided to abolish the IFRB and suspended
its members’ function until PP-94 (Kyoto).
The idea of part-time Board (RRB) was not accompanied with the technical arguments
however, there was not enough force to reject it and even less political courage to invent
better solution. The replacement of the IFRB with part-time Board proved as an error of
strategic importance.
And after Kyoto the Union was still looking for renewal – and “Sector Members”
continued to demonstrate their creative force in different forums outside ITU. The
absence of responsibilities conjugated with federal structure brought the Union to the
operational antipodes (BDT) and non-efficient use of the financial resources. In Kyoto
the host country was obsessed with the idea of Telecommunication Policy Forum
(WTPF) and substantial reforms were left in the cupboard, for better times.
The last part of these political operations was the project on RR simplification,
undertaken by the Voluntary Group of Experts (VGE). After two years of efforts, the
task was completed in 1994 and ITU got even more complex and non-transparent
regulatory mechanism, the procedures of which only few Members are in position to
understand and properly apply.
The new WRC format and its cycle were another two items decided without rational
analysis. The first new WRC happened in 1993 just to fix the agenda for the next WRC.
And the first World Telecommunication Development Conference in 1994 (WTDC)
took place in Buenos Aires where budgetary implications were not assessed. The
WTDC set up the sector Study groups as the most contradictory organizational feature
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brought into the ITU operational system. The BDT functioning became a symbol for
inefficiency and political arithmetic.
The Union was facing a major obstacle, i.e. the non-imagination coupled with
system inertia. Short-term changes for daily environment instead of long-term
strategy were part of the Union’s weaknesses. More inspirations and political
courage and more cooperation through full transparency were missing.

5.3 Search for Convergence
The Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) has very distinctive role in the application of the
regulatory policy, complemented with scientific activities.
In great part it has
essentially different mission from the TSB and none of them is comparable to BDT. The
technology convergence in ex-CCIR and ex-CCITT did call for early merge, which was
done at the beginning of 90’s, but in a wrong direction – the CCIR merged with IFRB
although they were two different bodies with different missions (regulatory on one hand
and academic research on the other).
It was the result of political (not technical) considerations of the leadership at the time.
The evolution of the environment proved it. Today we know that it was not appropriate,
in fact it was wrong.
The existence of regional standardization organizations, with significant resources
available, raised the question of the ITU future in its standardization mission. If ITU
structures do not allow for liberty in creation and if the “standardization for market and
users” can be accomplished effectively in other organizations, why the experts would
still come to ITU to have their products approved by “external circle”, these being
government’ administrations (?).
The operators, industry and service providers, as driving force in ITU standardization
processes, had concrete ambitions and important potential – but no assurance of
sovereignty over their decisions to be taken in the area of their exclusive competence.
The academic studies in both sectors (BR and TSB) are driven largely by industry where
the developing countries are practically absent. The working environment and working
methods must therefore be adapted to allow the rest of Members non-present to enjoy
the results of invested efforts.
Today, the Members States may include representatives of ROAs and SIOs on their
delegations to the intergovernmental event (conference or meeting), if they so wish.
However, although non-governmental entities have operational freedom in the activities
of the Sectors, their vital interests are not protected.
It is therefore essential to create the environment where Partners and other interested
parties would be given the corresponding status and sovereignty over their technical
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decisions. They should assume primary responsibility for the work to be accomplished
in their area of competence and for budgeting of the associated activities. Nongovernmental entities, being the members of the ITU, should find their responsibilities
properly labeled and should enjoy full autonomy in drafting their policy guidelines as
well as programming and budgeting.

5.4 From professional IFRB to the part-time RRB
The Montreux Plenipotentiary conference (1965) reduced the size of the IFRB from
eleven to five members. It might have been even abolished completely, had the
developing countries not supported the idea that IFRB remains the “only neutral body”
that may assist them protecting their interest vis-à-vis developed countries! In 1988, a
Panel of Experts was created to explore the long-term future of the Board. The Panel
Report inter alia, stated:
…doubts were expressed regarding a part-time Board member experience in
acting in an impartial manner. While some members of the Panel felt that a
government official exposed to the policies of his national administration on
continuous basis would inevitably have difficulties in acting, and being seen to
act in a completely impartial manner, others felt that impartiality was a human
trait, inherent in the individual and not dependent upon the duties being
undertaken…
The Panel concluded that no significant changes were needed in the Board’s duties but
noted, as a drawback, the collective leadership of IFRB secretariat. However, at first
next Plenipotentiary conference (Geneva, 1992), the integration of IFRB activities with
those of CCIR was decided – just contrary to earlier and still fresh findings of the Panel.
This decision was one of the most contradictory in the ITU history.
The management of BR secretariat (IFRB and CCIR) was entrusted to one elected
official (Director). Although more options were considered as rational, the idea to
replace the permanent IFRB with a part-time Board was retained.
From 1992 to 1994 the Director of the CCIR became the interim Director of the newly
created Radiocommunication Bureau (BR), which was formed by merging the IFRB and
CCIR specialized secretariats. In Kyoto, nine (9) member(s) of part-time Board and
Director with executive power to manage BR secretariat were elected.
The majority of Member States believed that this solution would improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of day-to-day management. And it was just not true.
The Plenipotentiary conference (Minneapolis, 1998) took one more unfortunate
(political) decision to increase the number of Board members to 12, with no
rational background.
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Board membership
The Members are elected at the Plenipotentiary Conference and all Member States may
vote for the candidates from each Region where the voting is not restricted to the
Members States in the Region concerned. A Board member may serve for two terms
only. The Administrative Regions and corresponding numbers of Board members are:
 Region A (Americas): 2 members;
 Region B (Western Europe): 2 members;
 Region C (Eastern Europe and Northern Asia): 2 members;
 Region D (Africa): 3 members;
 Region E (Asia and Australasia): 3 members.
In the current term of office (2010–2014), the RRB members are coming from:






Region A: Canada, United States;
Region B: France, Italy;
Region C: Kyrgyzstan, Poland (2nd term);
Region D: Cameroon (2nd term), Morocco (2nd term), Nigeria (2nd term);
Region E: India, Malaysia, Pakistan.

Duties of the Board
The part-time Board is supposed to act as a watchdog for monitoring the compliance of
Members with the Radio Regulations. The regulatory and technical procedures (2200
pages) set out the compatible ways for 41 different radio services to work without
interference and within a frequency range from 9 kHz to 275 GHz with research
activities going beyond 3000 GHz.
The part-time Board limited capacity to take bold technical decisions is disturbing. It
effectively harm its credibility making out of it a politically inspired body that one may
understand as not being in service of justice and even less in the service of Members!
In principle, the RRB is supposed to:


consider and approve Rules of Procedure (RoP) needed to apply the RR. The
need for RoP may be identified by the BR, by an administration or by RRB itself.
These RoP make known the practices of BR, give interpretation to insufficiently
clear formulations or may correct the obvious errors in the RR;



consider disagreements between administrations or between recognized operators
(through their notifying administrations) concerning non-observance of the RR
(but only if an administration submits the case);



address matters referred by the Bureau which cannot be resolved through
application of the Radio Regulations (RR) and Rules of Procedure (RoP);



consider any appeal against a decision by the Radiocommunication Bureau or any
other request submitted by an administration regarding frequency assignments;
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consider cases of harmful interference (if requested by an administration), where
the parties concerned cannot solve the problem themselves and the mediation of
the Bureau was not successful;



consider any item requested by any Board member or by Director



prepare proposals for WRC to include appropriate RoP in the Radio Regulations
and provide advice;



perform any additional duty assigned by the WRC or by the Council with the
consent of majority of Member States.

An additional duty was entrusted through Resolution 80 on “Due diligence in applying
the principles embodied in the Constitution”. It instructs the Board to consider possible
recommendation as to the principle of equitable right to use and access to the
frequencies and satellite orbits.
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6.

DECREASING DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN
RADIOCOMMUNICATION SERVICES –
REASON FOR CHANGE

6.1 Radio Regulations – sophisticated instrument for FSM
The purpose of Radio Regulations (RR) is to ensure equitable access to the radio
spectrum natural resources by countries and groups of countries. The objective is to
achieve a cost-effective way of planning and coordinating the usage of the spectrum
while efficiently managing the implementation of radiocommunication services. To
this end, the Regulations address different aspects such as allocation of frequency
bands, sub-allocations, authorized classes of emission, power limits and other technical
characteristics such as frequency tolerance, maximum permitted spurious emission
power level and equipment characteristics. They also specify the related procedures
such as Advanced Publication Information (API), coordination procedure, updating of
frequency plans, notification and recording that are leading to international recognition
and protection.
Radiocommunication services are in permanent evolution due to the
advancement in technology and convergence of media, telecommunications and
computing (ICT). For this reason the traditional concept of international
management of the spectrum/orbit resources in an environment of decreasing
differentiation between the traditionally defined radiocommunication services
may no more correspond to the objectives as defined above.
In looking for economic and responsive Frequency Spectrum Management, the
following Questions should be addressed in the context:
 What uses of spectrum need to be regulated and to what extent, bearing in mind
that over-regulation may become a constraint for development of radio systems and that
any other approach might lead to a chaotic situation? To reach the objective, i.e.
ensuring the necessary performance and quality while conserving spectrum and
flexibility for the future expansion, two main concepts are currently used:
- The frequency block allocations (for use by well-defined radio services). This
concept generally provides common frequency allocation to mutually compatible
services, operating with similar technical characteristics in specific parts of the
spectrum. It also provides a stable planning environment for administrations,
equipment manufacturers and users.
- The voluntary or obligatory regulatory procedures (for coordination, notification and
recording that are tailored to the allocation structure). In applying this concept at WRC,
the Member States define radio services with associated procedures in view to ensure
that requirements for specific applications are properly taken into account. But new
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technology developments that offer practically unlimited choice for coding, processing
and switching of signals, are challenging such rigid schemes.
Certain complex multi-function systems nowadays offer wide range of applications and
thus put into question the current definitions of single-purpose services! As many
services became similar – the distinction needed earlier is now blurred.
 Is the frequency allocation structure with associated regulatory framework still
valid?
This structure with associated principles currently represents a basis for planning and
implementation of radiocommunication services. They may have primary or secondary
status where the latter shall cause no harmful interference to and shall not claim
protection from the former. The Table (of frequency allocations) is organized in three
Regions and complemented by the assignment or allotment Plans. It is accompanied by
regulatory procedures, adapted to block allocation methodology where two types are
recognized:
- Exclusive allocation, which is favored in case of broad international use of the
equipment what imply the need to harmonize the relevant technical and operational
parameters. The regulatory procedures which govern the use of the bands that are
allocated to only one service are adapted to the service concerned, taking into account
the relevant radio wave propagation laws.
- Shared frequency allocation, which is applied to maximize the usage of the available
spectrum when two or more services use the same band. Any spectrum sharing should
provide for continued (non-disturbed) operation of the existing or planned service after
the introduction of a new service.
It happens that an existing or planned service enjoyed more than necessary protection
and has given a useful service beyond the specified coverage. The introduction of a new
service may result in degradation of this "privileged" situation. The procedures, that
govern the usage of the bands allocated on a shared basis, are associated with technical
criteria (threshold values) intended to identify the countries with which the coordination
is necessary.
With shared allocations it is essential to guarantee sufficient quality and
strength of signal for services concerned. A solution is usually in separation of
different services by combination of frequency, physical distance or time
(frequency sharing, geographical sharing, time sharing). However, the
increasing need for spectrum and decreasing differentiation between services as
defined in RR, some elements of this approach became obsolete and
consequently, the block allocation structure not appropriate any more.
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A good example is the case of Broadcasting-satellite service (BSS) and Fixed-satellite
service (FSS), originally defined as separate services with considerable differences in
technical and operational standards. The FSS is considered to be mainly point-to-point
communication while the BSS is considered to be a point-to-multipoint service.
However the FSS systems, in a point-to-multipoint mode similar to the BSS, provide
direct-to-home (DTH) service for computer connections but also a DTH TV 6 in plain
format, for direct reception by general public. On the other hand, some transmissions in
the BSS are encrypted contrary to the definition of the broadcasting service which is
defined as being intended for direct reception by the general public.
Another example are the applications in the fixed wireless access (FWA), referred also
as wireless local loop (WLL) and the cellular mobile systems (referred to as MWA mobile wireless access). As an extension to the fixed network, FWA is considered as
part of fixed service and it is normally implemented in the frequency bands allocated to
the fixed service. However, from operational perspective the FWA systems are pointto-multipoint systems like the MWA systems. In many cases, FWA systems are
designed to operate in the same frequency band as MWA systems, using the same
technology.
With such convergence between the FWA and MWA systems and many other
applications as multi-point distribution systems and radio LANs, the Question is
why to maintain the difference between the FS and LMS services and what may
be the name for such service, which integrates not only voice and data, but also
audio and video transmissions?
One more example relates to the adaptive HF communication networks. The systems
used in these networks have real-time frequency management capabilities. Although
initially conceived for use in the maritime mobile services (MMS), their architecture is
consistent with any application in the fixed (FS) and mobile (MS) services and
consequently, they are introduced in both fixed and mobile bands. In view of the
inherent advantages of these systems (very short call set-up time, efficient traffic
handling, etc.), their channel occupancy is sometimes not even observed by other users.
Therefore they may be implemented in any frequency band with no detriment to other
users while ensuring the effective output of their own transmission.
 Is the rigid frequency block allocation scheme still appropriate?
The spread-spectrum CDMA systems could be used simultaneously for several
applications, e.g., for point-to-point operations (FSS) or for personal communication
6

In technical terms, there is little difference between digital DTH service for computers (FSS) and a digital DTH TV service (BSS).
This implies that DTH systems may be implemented in any bands allocated to the FSS and the BSS. As a consequence, one could
hardly justify separate allocations for the FSS and BSS.
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networks (LMS). In view of their features (spreading the energy of transmitted signal
over the bandwidth that is much wider than the information bandwidth), the
conventional allocation techniques would require a wide frequency allocation block for
both fixed and land mobile service.
As spread spectrum systems (SSS) have considerable resistance to interference, they
could use many frequency bands jointly with other conventional systems having no
need for formal allocation (no need for increased protection of SSS from conventional
systems). As the resulting signal is a wideband low power-density signal (similar to
noise level), such systems can be implemented on a non-interference basis with respect
to the conventional systems, having the same allocations in the band concerned.
In many cases the definitions of services (Art.1) and the Table of Frequency Allocation
(Art.5) do not seem to be consistent either. As an example we take the definition of
space operation service (No.1.23) indicating that the functions of space operation
service (space tracking, space telemetry, space telecommand) will normally be
provided within the service in which it is operating (FSS, BSS or MSS). On the other
hand, Article 5 contains several separate allocations to the space operating service and
to other satellite services in the same frequency band (around 137 MHz, in 400.15 - 402
MHz in 1525 - 1535 MHz, etc).
In view of the potential non-compatibilities it is rational to favor the allocations that are
based on generic services. Such tendency was confirmed already 15 years ago where a
visible breakthrough was achieved by allocating some parts of the spectrum to the
generic mobile-satellite service (MSS). The WRC-07 decided, inter alia, to allocate
some frequency bands for bi-directional use (Earth-to-space, space-to-Earth) and to
allocate some frequency bands for common operation by systems using the GSO and
others, using NGSO. Some new concepts were introduced for use of the bands by the
services concerned, e.g.
 fractional degradation in performance,
 equivalent power-flux density limits,
 aggregate power-flux density limits, etc.
A fractional degradation performance (FDP) is used to evaluate the impact of a
constellation of space stations in the MSS using the NGSO on terrestrial stations in the
fixed service, using the digital modulation (Annex 1 to Appendix 5).
The concept of equivalent pfd limit is used to evaluate the impact of a constellation of
space stations (in system using NGSO) on the Earth stations in a service using the GSO
(Res 130 (WRC-97)).
The concept of aggregate pfd limit is used to evaluate the impact of all earth stations
in a satellite system using NGSO on a space station in the GSO (Res 130 (WRC-97).
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In summary, there are many good reasons to question the relevance of frequency block
allocation methodology for distinctive services, currently based on definitions to singlepurpose service. With operational practice change, the old administrative concepts
such as service type, mobility and content (as a basis for differentiating various
services) become obsolete. However, from an international perspective the Table of
Frequency Allocation is still required as it provides for stability of usage and possibility
of planning. In case of re-defined radiocommunication services, that should provide for
improved flexibility while meeting new and unforeseen requirement, the Table may
become useless.

6.2 Radio Regulatory Procedures – Increasingly less suitable
The principal regulatory mechanisms that are ensuring the international recognition and
protection of radio frequencies in use are the following:
 selection and assignment of frequencies by each country to its own stations;
 coordination of frequencies, where appropriate, prior to their notification and their
bringing into use;
 notification of frequency assignments to the ITU for examination and recording
in the International Frequency List (IFL);
 use of frequencies according to the established Plan and their notification of
bringing into use the frequency assignments of an allotment plan (HF
aeronautical, MMS, FSS) or of an assignment plan (BS plans in the LF/MF and
VHF/UHF bands, aeronautical and maritime radio navigation, maritime mobile,
BSS and associated feeder-link plans);
 use of frequency assignments according to the seasonal schedule, established
twice a year for HF broadcasting service.
The numerous attempts to simplify the procedures were unsuccessful exercise as all
major features such as advance publication (API), prior coordination, plan
modification, notification and recording of frequency assignments in a Master
International Frequency Register (MIFR), were kept in the same format.
The RR are oriented towards matters that have global or Regional character, however,
in many areas there is a room for making special arrangements on bilateral or
multilateral basis. These arrangements can be Regional Agreement or Special
Agreement and may deal with policy or operational issues, with coordination on the
establishment of radiocommunication systems or with other items of mutual interest.
A successful example of such practice are Vienna-93 Agreement on coordination of
frequencies for the FS and LMS in the bands between 29.7 MHz and 960 MHz, the
Wiesbaden-95 Agreement concerning the introduction of DAB radio and Chester-97 on
the introduction of terrestrial digital video broadcasting in the VHF/UHF bands.
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The tendency of shifting some frequency coordination activities from ITU to
different regional bodies indicate that ITU rigid procedures may be no more
suitable for dealing with those applications that require quick response.
A priori planning
From early days of Radio Regulatory arrangements the international community opted
for frequency allotment or frequency assignment plans as a mean of preserving the
rights of Members to enjoy the equitable access to limited resources. With Frequency
Allocation Table (1947) it was made possible to do it for various radiocommunication
services and for various frequency bands. Some plans (MMS in HF bands for duplex
radiotelephony, for the aeronautical mobile service (off-route) in HF bands, for the
aeronautical mobile (route) service in the HF bands) were adopted as early as 1951.
These plans, contained in Appendices 25, 26 and 27, were subsequently revised to take
account of technological advances (SSB modulation) and in particular the requirements
of newly independent countries. They are still valuable instruments for an orderly use
of frequencies in the relevant bands. The associated modification and notification
procedures provide for satisfaction of particular operational requirements which are not
met by the Plans, while preserving the integrity of the same Plans.
It also happened that frequency assignment Plans did not prove useful as expected,
despite enormous efforts invested (example is HFBC where several international
Conferences on the subject took place without an acceptable output).
The failure was always due to the excessive number of requirements which could not
be accommodated in the available portion of spectrum. The last such failure was WRC87 (Geneva) when even after considerable extension of the allocated bands the
agreement was not possible. The reason of the failure to establish a Plan (for an
international coverage) was recorded as technical although non-technical considerations
prevailed.
On the other hand it is well known that Plans may never be fully implemented. The
BSS (12GHz) Plan with its feeder-links was adopted in 1977, 1985 and 1988. While
the use of these bands is today well below the expected level, the BSS is extensively
using the FSS non-planned bands for "direct-to-home" (DTH) transmissions (!).
At ORB-85 conference, the administrations in Region 1 established a frequency
assignment plan for stations in the maritime mobile service (MMS) in the bands around
500 kHz and 2 MHz as well as for stations in the aeronautical radio navigation service
(radio-beacons) in the bands around 500 kHz. It was agreed that selection of
frequencies is based on an automated algorithm and that other parameters as transmitter
power etc. were to be derived from the minimum field strength to be protected at the
edge of the coverage area.
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While implementing the plans, some administrations preferred to notify the real
operating characteristics of transmitters, what resulted in losing their advantages of
being in conformity with the plan. However, the majority of administrations preferred
to ignore these deficiencies and continued to notify their assignments as if they were
operating in accordance with the planned characteristics, as unrealistic as they may be.
In the context and during the revision of BSS (12GHz) Plan 7 for Regions 1 and 3,
several satellite systems were entered in the Plan with negative overall equivalent
protection margin (OEPM). This approach, which was followed by other systems as
well, was justified by the fact that calculated interference from other systems comes
mainly from "paper satellite networks".
Planned services
The Plans for space services have been developed in order to guarantee, in theory and
for all countries, the equitable access to the GSO and associated spectrum resources for
specific satellite service, namely the FSS and BSS. Many years after the establishment
of those Plans very few allocated resources have indeed been used for the original
purpose, i.e. for national systems or national coverage.
Thus in the FSS allotment Plan (Appendix 30B) which contains nearly 160 national
allotments, there is no single system yet that would be using the frequency assignments
(after the conversion of national allotment) in 6/4 GHz band and there are about 8
national systems in use of 13/10-11 GHz band (source BR 2009).
In the BSS and associated feeder link assignment Plan (Appendix 30 and 30A), the
number of national systems is around 40. But many systems are indeed implemented
with extended coverage (around 30 in FSS allotment Plan and 60 in the BSS Plan).
Over longer period it became evident that space Plans, as originally adopted, are not
attractive in real world, in particular due to national coverage restriction (considered as
basic principle at the time of Plan’s conception).
By applying the Plan modification procedures the operating systems with extended
service areas were able de facto to use the capacity not originally foreseen in the Plans
(assignment or allotment). And the application of modification procedure is resulting
in certain deterioration of conditions for the future use of the spectrum. The
proliferation of such systems and negative practice may prevent other administrations
from implementing their national aspirations.

7

The severe restrictions imposed on planned service in 12GHz (BSS) resulted in its migration to non-planned bands where such
restrictions do not exist (coverage area). Instead of guaranteeing the right of any Member to access the spectrum/orbit resource at the
time when it requires such an access, it may result in denying the right to almost every Member to the spectrum/orbit resource because
of the obstacles to implement a viable system.
It happened that soft distinction between planned (BSS) and non-planned (FSS) services resulted in migration of DTH application to
FSS. Such a migration was motivated by the fact that the regulatory arrangement for the FSS is more flexible than for the BSS.
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Recently, one administration wishing to implement its national BSS assignments
requested the assistance of the Bureau when it realized that it was impossible to use its
own national assignments (?) due to the adverse effects of another satellite system,
covering a large region and for which the Appendices 30 and 30A procedures have
been correctly applied.
Against this background, we may conclude that a-priori planning does provide for some
benefit for specific services where operating parameters are known at the time of
planning and where the equity of rights in accessing the spectrum/orbit resource does
not mean equal shares in the relevant part of the spectrum. The value of such plans
may be enhanced by the procedures to ensure the necessary flexibility to satisfy
possibly changing requirements however, this flexibility is not without risk.
On the other hand and when these parameters are not sufficiently known, apriori planning may result in unnecessary waste of spectrum/orbit resource, if it
remains unused for long period. Even worse, in an environment of diminishing
differentiation between the traditionally defined services and increased
commonalities between the system designs, a priori planning may appear as an
obsolete concept rather than a viable tool for good management of
spectrum/orbit resource.
Coordination procedures
The objectives of the RR is interalia, to enable implementation of new systems while
avoiding harmful interference with the existing or planned users. The procedure for
coordinating the use of frequencies in the non-planned bands is bilateral or multilateral
process conducted between administrations and consists of:
 identification of administrations whose assignments are likely to be affected and
with which prior coordination must be sought and agreement obtained;
 use of standard methods for calculating the interference potential;
 application of transparent procedure comprising interalia, the exchange of
sufficient number of data in a prescribed format, communicating comments
within a given timeframe and publication of the results of this coordination in the
ITU Circular (BRIFIC).
A broad survey of ITU Space Radiocommunication Stations (SRS) database which,
contains information relating to satellite networks submitted to the Bureau (BR), shows
that less than 20% of networks at the Advance Publication Information (API) stage
would successfully complete the notification and recording procedures (last stage in the
registration process for satellite network). The Question is then related to “what is the
purpose of such inflation of “paper API” submissions at the beginning of international
registration process?
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Generally speaking, the coordination procedures should allow for efficient use of the
spectrum/orbit resources without unnecessary freezing its usage. However, in an
environment of high demand for new services which are motivated by profit-making
considerations, these procedures appear as a means of reserving the resource without
actually using it. In such case, the intention is to gain some advantage at later date by
offering already coordinated system through an auction process or another mechanism.
Regarding the requests for coordination, the Bureau is receiving filings for satellite
networks with characteristics far beyond what may be considered reasonable for normal
operation and delivery of expected services, even allowing for a flexibility factor with
regard to the forecast usage. For example, some coordination requests include
characteristics of steerable beams for which the service area is restricted to the territory
of one or few administrations, whereas the area over which these beams can be steered
is defined as a worldwide! Moreover, some antenna gain contours, as submitted in
coordination or notification notices, may contain high gain areas outside the service
area (the same approach is also adapted for the planned services).
This is leading to almost absurd situation where coordination situation may
consist of 40 administrations and 600 networks (source BR 2009)
As a consequence, the coordination process may become inoperative in terms of the
number of cases to be handled. The administrations starting the coordination procedure
have to take into account all previously submitted requests although some of them may
be related to "paper requirements", which for various reasons are not intended to be
brought into use. As they are effectively blocking the implementation of real systems,
the coordination process became rather unworkable because:
- the coordination requests are submitted for broader parameters due to unforeseen
changes that may occur in demand before implementation phase (example MSS
instead of FSS). The coordination process is initiated for multitude of applications
involving a multi-service platform and tends to be more difficult. This approach
may be blocking the real requirements which could have been achieved if the
process was conducted for a single purpose application;
- the coordination requests may be submitted for multiple orbital locations or more
spectrum than is actually required. Such practice is attractive to ensure that
resources actually needed are also obtained at the end of a long and difficult
coordination process or to preserve the flexibility for gradual growth of the system,
should it demonstrate commercial success. As all orbital positions have to undergo
the whole process, the coordination is more difficult than in case of limited number
of positions that may be needed in the implementation phase. This approach as well
has serious impact on real requirements which could have been achieved under
realistic conditions;
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- the coordination requests are sometime initiated by administrations having no
intention to make early use of the resource. Some other coordination requests are
still submitted by administrations that are interested in a subsequent transfer of
acquired rights to other administrations or in selling/leasing (?) of the coordinated
resource to any operator, thus becoming an administration of convenience for any
operator which is ready to adopt such an approach.
These anachronisms in the process resulted in an increased number of non-coordinated
uses of the spectrum/orbit resources. Further to Kyoto Res.18, the WRC-97 imposed the
obligation of Member States to make a timely submission of specific evidence to
demonstrate their intent to proceed with the project under coordination.
This procedure, referred to as "due diligence" requests the coordinating administration
to submit, before the end of the coordination period (usually 5years) verifiable
information on the spacecraft manufacturer and launch service provider. The nonsubmission of due diligence information would result in deletion of the coordination
request for the network concerned. One may conclude that frequency coordination
process does represent a viable tool for orderly access the spectrum/orbit resource as
long as the size and the complexity of the submissions remain manageable and the
coordination process initiated and conducted in a good faith.
However, with increasing complexity of the systems and the emphasis on the
commercial aspects of frequency/orbit use, the coordination procedure has become a
real burden for administrations and for operators. This brought up new practice of
bringing the systems into operation – for which the coordination could not be completed
in accordance with RR provisions.
The criteria “administrative due diligence” which indeed excludes systems that
are not based on a serious intent have yet to prove its value. In the absence of
better instruments to manage the spectrum/orbit resource in a satisfactory
manner, the coordination process, based on the application of rigid procedures
risks to be replaced by a voluntary coordination between the operators, outside
the ITU.

6.3 Notification and registration procedures (MIFR)
Together with Table of Frequency Allocations and associated notification procedures,
the Master International Frequency Register (MIFR) is one of the pillars of the
international radio regulatory arrangement. The recorded frequency assignments are
given the status of protected stations, after careful examinations by the BR secretariat
(ex. IFRB). For many years MIFR remained a relevant frequency management tool
which was regularly consulted before selecting a frequency for any new user.
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The right to international protection, agreed to some categories of frequency
assignments is subject to periodical examination in which the notifying administration is
expected to confirm whether the frequency in use has the same characteristics as
notified. In case of a change, the modified frequency assignment would be a subject to
re-examination as to its possible increase of interference potential to the assignments
already recorded in MIFR.
In view of the above, many administrations adopted a pragmatic approach by which they
consistently declare no change (NOC) in the characteristics of recorded assignments.
Such practice implied that MIFR became a list of assignments supposed to be in use,
although many of them were not, or were used with different characteristics. As the
majority of these assignments preserved their priority rights with respect to any new
assignment, the new users were systematically given unfavorable findings.
Although the notification procedure allows administrations to record such incompatible
assignments (with a lower status for a prescribed period of time), many administrations
opted for an easy approach - to continue with the use of incompatible assignment
without any notification to the ITU.
Despite several measures (updating the MIFR to reflect the real situation without
examination of the probability of harmful interference) the situation did not improve and
ITU decided in 1995 to suppress the “category of assignments”, subject to protection
from harmful interference, together with the related procedure concerning the
examination of the probability of harmful interference.
Currently, the MIFR represents only an approximate summary of the frequency usage as
notified. In fact, the administrations are expected to notify only those assignments that
may have international implications, although they are free to notify any frequency use.
Many others consider the MIFR as if it were their national frequency register and notify
all licensed frequencies irrespective of their relevance to the international FSM. And
some others completely disregard their obligations to notify frequency uses that may
have international implications, thus depriving such uses from an international
recognition and making difficult the identification of sources of harmful interference.
In the domain of space services the situation is similar and MIFR may easily become an
irrelevant spectrum/orbit management tool. Measures were considered to address the
issue, some of them based on financial incentives. The introduction of a registration fee,
which would be payable as long as the frequency assignment (of a satellite network) is
recorded in the MIFR, may discourage the notification of "paper satellites" but does not
necessarily guarantee an absolute accuracy.
It would appear that current regulatory arrangement with all its deficiencies does not
respond adequately to the requirements of modern environment. This is particularly true
in case when the recording in the MIFR does not result in any special priority – in such
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cases there is no interest in notifying the up-to-date information. On the other hand,
where registration provides some priority, the situation is also unworkable as
administrations tend to keep the status-quo to retain that priority, even at the expense of
the accuracy of the recorded data.

6.4 The time for change
The radiocommunication services are in the process of redefinition due to advancing
technology and ICT convergence. The existing regulatory framework which is
essentially based on well-differentiated single-purpose services is far from being
responsive to the challenges of new systems offering a wide range of applications and
which are hardly differentiable in terms of the traditionally defined services.
In the perspective of having more flexible frequency band allocation scheme, it is
important to recognize that substantial review of radio regulatory regime is needed in
view to redefine many of current concepts (such as "mobility") which became
inadequate.
Technical possibilities
One way to increase the efficiency could be to update the technical EMC principles
which would foster spectrum/orbit sharing. Possible approaches may include:













further refining the antenna radiation pattern in view to increase selectivity,
increase acceptable interference values,
encourage the use of higher frequencies permitting smaller antennas and spot
beams,
differentiate the use of frequencies with type of application (e.g. higher
frequencies for broad-band MSS applications and lower frequencies for
narrow band MSS applications,
expanded use of non-geostationary orbits (HEO, LEO; MEO),
use of state-of-art modulation and error correction coding techniques
(decrease the susceptibility level to interference),
use of new interference reduction, mitigation or compensation techniques,
use of cognitive radio systems (CRS) or software defined radio technology
(SDR) for achieving better spectrum utilization, dynamic spectrum
management and flexible spectrum use,
increase the use of homogeneous satellite network parameters in view to
facilitate intersystem coordination,
permitting greater use of satellite networks integrated with terrestrial services
(complementary ground components) thus achieving better efficiency;
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Regulatory option
The imperfections and weaknesses in RR may be seen as important obstacle to further
development of services, the satellite services in particular. In this regard, the following
items may be addressed in the framework of Reforms that may intervene on the subject
matter, under the notion “Urgent”:
 simplify the existing RR procedures, e.g. to eliminate the 6-month regulatory
period between the submission of API and coordination request, or even better, to
suppress the API phase for satellite networks, subject to coordination procedure,
 review the existing notification and recording procedure that are historically based
on the notion of “frequency assignment” where notion of “frequency range” could
be more relevant to satellite network registration,
 provide the satellite operators with more rights and responsibilities in the frame of
ITU registration procedures,
 in addition to Resolution 49 information, to maintain in BR database the updated
records of satellite launches and changes in the longitude of GEO satellites,
 adopt harmonized regional or worldwide VSAT regulations / licensing approach,
 introduce a satellite monitoring system to assist administrations in resolving
interference and orbit occupancy issues,
 introduce a deterrent enforcement mechanism and administrative measures against
the use of spectrum/orbit resource, not in compliance with the Regulations,
 encourage the increase in the convergence of service / applications,
 consider advantages between planned / non-planned service procedures,
 introduce new due-diligence milestones before and after notification, recording in
the construction, completion of Critical Design Review, successful launch and inorbit deployment of satellites,
 dissociate administrative and technical provisions in a clear manner;
Meeting the challenge
A priori planning should be related to the flexible operating parameters accompanied
with the Plan modification procedure able to meet the changing requirements and
development in technology. The coordination process should be refined along with the
proposed principles as well as with supplementary measures (such as financial deposits)
so as to maintain its relevance.
The concept of notification and recording should be radically reviewed (see the above
options) to maintain a database which is relevant for efficient management of the
spectrum/orbit resources.
In order to ensure the accuracy of the process itself as well as its resulting conclusions,
the additional mechanisms are absolutely needed among which the introduction of
“registration fees” would appear most efficient.
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7.

RR UPDATING PROCEDURES (WRC)

7.1 History and drawbacks
Between 1975 and 1992, an important number of World Administrative Radio
Conferences took place in order to cope with the evolution of radiocommunication
environment or with planning of certain portion of Frequency Spectrum for the benefit
of given radiocommunication service. Looking for rational solutions and acceptable
Agreements, the WARC concept was working well until 1992, when it was replaced
(with insufficient reflection) by the Conferences 8 of general and periodic character thus
introducing numerous difficulties in the preparations, inefficiency in the proceedings
and in particular, chaotic situation in the process of updating the Radio Regulations
(RR).
The objective of the World Radiocommunication Conference is to modify the RR
provisions and agree on any change in regulatory procedures. The signatories are
expected to ratify the modified Treaty within reasonable timeframe, however, it happens
that the process of ratification (by majority of Members) is regularly much longer than
the period between the two WRCs! Such unfortunate situation implies that there is
never a single copy of RR in force, the provisions of which would be mandatory for all
Members! This element is disturbing and may represent serious difficulties in case of a
potential disagreement among parties, as to the interference-free usage of the
spectrum/orbit resources.
In addition, the experience over last 20 years confirmed that WRC periodicity is not in
phase with realistic environment as most of the subject matters are regularly postponed
for further studies. And some other items are taken care by Resolution format – and this
again has not much in common with the basic spirit of the ITU regulatory policy.
The Question is then why such WRC with short periodicity and long agenda are still
needed if the results are not applicable and could not be made mandatory for all
Member States?
The impression is that the current WRC architecture serves the limited interests
of a limited number of parties with high level technological requirements.
Following their national interests they still need an international recognition
and protection for new technology and new services that are driving the
telecommunication development. Unfortunately it is not the case for majority of
the ITU Member States.
8

The HLC recommended regular cycle of WRC with short duration in view to enhance the efficiency and in particular – to be up to
date with technological advances. The time proved that such expectations were not met and that new model did not bring more
dynamism in the Frequency Spectrum Management.
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In view of the above, there are strong arguments that are calling for replacement of the
WRC mechanism in view to restore a flexible model (without periodicity) where Policy
and /or Administrative matters should be discussed on the basis of sovereign inputs and
well prepared technical documentation. If such meetings were to be retained, there
should be only one basic conference document – prepared by highly specialized ITU
secretariat. Such approach should eliminate the excessive politicization of this technical
Forum where agreement should be reached on the technical ground supported by
technical arguments and on consensual basis.
WRC objectives will be reached and balance of interest restored only then when each
country would have the same rights and same obligations in applying the common
regulatory policy and common rules for FSM. In such perspective, the workload of the
specialized secretariat could be reduced and transparency and legality brought back to
the Treaty texts (RR).

7.2

CPM – an archaic instrument with low efficiency

The Conference Preparatory meeting (CPM) is organized twice within the period
between two WRCs. It is not a mandatory format, however, all conferences since 1992
decided to preserve it. The CPM work is allocated to all radiocommunication Study
Groups 9 over full study period. The first part follows immediately after the WRC and
is supplemented in due course by national and regional inputs and with the report of
Special Committee on Regulatory and Procedural matters (SCRPM).
The Report is submitted to the conference as working document in addition to the
contributions by Member States at that time. The agenda for each next conference is set
up by previous WRC and it traditionally contains high volume of items, making such
agendas impossible to manage. Indeed, none of the recent WRCs was able to conclude
all items on the agenda – most of them were quickly forwarded to “further studies”
and/or re-scheduled for the next WRC! Some other problems are “enveloped” in the
Resolution scheme, the approach that is raising another difficulty related to the efficient
spectrum management and equal rights of Members.
ITU invented CPM mechanism in good faith that its Report would assist technical
discussions and make consequent decisions easier. What happened in practice was just
the contrary – Member States with their late submissions do not hesitate to ignore the
CPM Report possibly for two reasons: whether the CPM suggestions are already
outdated or irrelevant at the time of the conference or secondly, because of their specific
interest to deal with their proposal at the spot, as they see it fit.

9

SG 1 – Spectrum management, SG 3 – Propagation, SG 4 – Satellite services, SG 5 – Terrestrial services,
SG 6 – Broadcasting service, SG 7 – Science services, SCRPM – Special Committee on Regulatory and Procedural Matters,
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Therefore we may consider that value of CPM Report is not proportional to the efforts
invested. It is serving only as a reference and only in case, if it is in the interest of
certain administrations or a group of them. To conclude:


If such practice will continue, then the random use of CPM Report by WRC
does not justify the complicated preparation or CPM existence itself!



If the radiocommunication regulatory conferences (administrative meetings)
were to become a credible technical forum in view to promptly modify the
regulatory texts, then fundamental changes of such intergovernmental concept
must be agreed and objectives clearly determined.



It is important for the membership to keep the Radio Regulations simple and
understandable, transparent and easy to apply by ITU secretariat at later stage.

The inability of ITU to address the exposed concerns how to handle the issue of the
universal regulatory regime may be detrimental to the ITU credibility and its role of
global regulator in the field of radiocommunications (services and applications). It is
appropriate for the actual mechanism to be critically examined through the perspective
to establish a stable regulatory order and maintaining it in a good shape.

7.3 WRC-12 as an example
WRC-12 was the last such chaotic event with a lot of noise and little technical output.
Its Agenda included thirty (30) items covering wide scope of issues over all frequency
bands, over all Regions and over all categories of services. The conference ended on
February 17, 2012, with 153 countries having signed the Final Acts.
Some progress was made in the area of the mobile broadband, the digital dividend and
interference protection and certain rules for the coordination and notification of satellite
networks were streamlined. WRC-12 adopted partial revision of RR which entered into
force on January 01, 2013. And to imagine the chaotic situation that is usually
prevailing throughout the conference proceedings, some of decisions are listed:
Fixed and mobile convergence (terrestrial)
Further to the proposed revision of definitions for “fixed service”, “fixed station” and
“mobile station” (Article1), the potential impact on regulatory procedures (coordination,
notification and recording) and on current frequency assignments must still be
evaluated (Resolution 957 on “Studies towards review of the definitions of fixed
service, fixed station and mobile station”). More studies were invited on the
interference management resulting from the impact of technical convergence involving
stations that may operate under more than one terrestrial service (Recommendation 16
on “Interference management for stations that may operate under more than one
terrestrial service”).
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Due diligence
A due diligence process was adopted by WRC-97 with a view to provide early
information on the industrial project behind any planned satellite network. This
information was a prerequisite to qualify for two-year extension of the regulatory
period, if appropriate, to bring into use a satellite network in non-planned bands. WRC03 set the regulatory period for bringing the satellite network into use at seven (7) years.
Details concerning the satellite manufacturer, the launch service provider and satellite
launching date are more accurate if submitted after the launch (Resolution 552 on
“Long-term access to and development in the band 21.4−22GHz in Regions 1 and 3”,
which applies to GSO networks in the BSS).
Power flux-density (pfd)
The use of power flux-density (pfd) thresholds to identify coordination requirements
may encourage the use of more homogeneous technical parameters and thus support
efficient spectrum usage (Resolution 554 on “Application of pfd masks to coordination
under No. 9.7 for BSS networks in the band 21.4−22GHz in Regions 1&3”).
The band 21.4−22GHz is allocated on primary basis to BSS (Region 1, 3) and to FS and
MS in all three Regions and “pfd” limits for transmitting stations are subject to Res 755.
From the February 18, 2012 onwards, the transmitting stations are subject to ”pfd”
limits, specified in No. 5.D113 and transmitting BSS space stations 10 are also subject to
pfd limits as well, specified in No. 21.16.
Spectrum flexibility
The Resolution 526 on “Future adoption of procedures to ensure flexibility in the use of
the frequency band allocated to the BSS for wide RF-band high-definition television
(HDTV) and to the associated feeder links” was amended, by inviting more studies on
possible regulatory provisions for BSS (HDTV) to ensure flexibility in the use of the
band 17.3−17.8GHz in Region 2, having regard to the interests of all countries and the
state of technical development of this new service.
Harmful Interference
Article 15 on “Interferences” was amended and No 15.21 now reads as follows: “If an
administration has information of an infringement of the Constitution, the Convention or
the RR (CS Art 45 and RR No. 15.1) committed by a station under its jurisdiction, the
administration shall ascertain the facts and take necessary actions”. This new Article 15
should explicitly prohibit transmission of signals intended to disturb or block other
signals.

10

Frequency assignments to BSS space stations in Regions 1 and 3 – either recorded in the MIFR under Article 11 before
18 February 2012 or coordinated under the provisions of Article 9 before 18 February 2012, or for which a complete notice under
No. 9.30 was received by the ITU before 18 February 2012 – must comply with the limits specified in Table 21-4 (RR Article 21) as
of 18 February 2012.
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Any transmission which has the intent to cause interference to the stations of other
administrations is considered as an infringement of the CS, CV or RR. Any station
operating on the territory of an administration is under the authority of that
administration, even if the station is not authorized.
Broadcasting-satellite service (BSS)
The usage of 21.4−22 GHz band for BSS and associated feeder-links in Regions 1 and 3
is subject to several Resolutions. The Resolution 553 on “Additional regulatory
measures for BSS networks (21.4-22 GHz) and for the enhancement of equitable access
in this band” says that a priori planning for BSS networks should be avoided.
The use of this band by the BSS (Region 1, 3) was made definitive, recognizing that the
first-come first-served concept may restrict – and sometimes prevent – access to, and
use of certain frequency bands/orbital positions. The number of filings in this band is
huge and possibly not realistic and it is therefore difficult to be implemented within the
regulatory time-limit under Article 11.
A special procedure, including technical parameters and criteria, was therefore
established to be applied from February 18, 2012 onwards.
High-altitude platform stations (HAPS)
The RR already provide for deployment of HAPS in specific bands, including as base
stations to serve IMT networks. The results of studies on the spectrum identification
for gateway links for HAPS in the range 5 850−7 075MHz (Res.734 (Rev.WRC-07) led
to a new footnote (FN 5.A120) and Resolution 150 on “Use of the bands
6 440−6 520MHz and 6 560−6 640MHz by gateway links for HAPS stations in FSS”.
The use of HAPS gateway links is permitted now in the FS service in the bands
6 440−6 520 MHz and 6 560−6 640 MHz (Australia, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Mali
and Nigeria).
An administration intending to use HAPS gateway links requires explicit agreement
with the administrations whose territories are located within 1000 kilometres from the
border of that administration's country. The Resolution gives the antenna beam patterns
for HAPS platform and HAPS gateway station and sets conditions for protecting the
FSS service (Earth-to-space), the fixed wireless systems and EESS (passive) operations.
API
The volume of advance publication information (API) on satellite networks or systems,
subject to the coordination procedure under Section II of Article 9 has steadily increased
in recent years and many APIs are not followed by coordination request within the
period of 24 months, as prescribed under No. 9.5D. It was therefore decided that
paperless approach for API submission would make the process transparent and API
information readily accessible to all (Resolution 908).
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7.4 Waiting for WRC-15 and WRC-18 (Res 807, Res 808 and Res 67)
The WRC current practice to postpone most of issues for further studies and to deal with
certain “hot” issues through the WRC Resolution format is considered inappropriate.
Such handling of the international regulatory regime is not stable and not credible – it is
not efficient and it is costly.
The administrations have an aspiration to dispose with an instrument being just and
which is at any time applicable in the same format to all members with equal rights.
Currently, the majority of Members are simply misled by WRC decisions that left
behind always “new updated” version of the RR that may never apply to all parties. It is
therefore necessary to give more thoughts to a different type of intergovernmental
multilateral meetings / conferences to deal with the administrative issues based on the
platform prepared for technical discussions in advance and in a transparent way.
The ITU regulatory policy should be clearly understood while converging to a rational
agreement on stable regulatory texts. To illustrate the embarrassing situation with items
postponed for further studies and decisions left for better times, we list 5 subject matters
as they were considered by WRC-12 and postponed for WRC-15 or WRC-18. And
related Question that may be raised is:
Why all these items did appear on WRC-12 agenda at all? And if they are so
important to be put there at WRC-07 already, the next Question then is why they
were postponed? Either way, it is simply inacceptable. And the mechanism of
Resolutions completely distorts the basic ITU regulatory philosophy and the
administrative radiocommunication conference mandate.
 Studies on frequency-related matters on IMT and other terrestrial mobile
broadband applications (Resolution 233).
Additional spectrum allocation for MS on primary basis and identification of additional
frequency bands for IMT 11 together with regulatory provisions are needed to facilitate
the development of terrestrial mobile broadband applications. More studies are invited,
by taking account of:
 technical and operational characteristics of IMT systems, including their evolution
through advances in technology and spectral-efficient techniques;
 the bands currently identified for IMT, technical conditions of their use and
possibility of optimizing the use of these bands for increased spectrum efficiency;
 the user demand for IMT and other terrestrial mobile broadband applications;
11

IMT encompasses both IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced as described in Res ITU-R 56 and Resolution ITU-R 57 addresses
the principles for the process of development of IMT-Advanced. Recommendations ITU-R M.1457 and ITU-R M.2012
contain detailed specifications of terrestrial radio interface of IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced, respectively. The advantages
of the bands below 1 GHz for wide coverage and those above 1 GHz for higher data rates are noted in Resolutions 224 (Re.WRC-12)
and 223 (Rev.WRC-12).
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 Use of the frequency band 694−790 MHz by the mobile, except aeronautical
mobile service in Region 1 (Resolution 232)
The band 470−806/862 MHz is currently allocated to the BC on primary basis in
Regions 1, 2 and 3 and is used by this service but the transition from analogue to digital
TV must end on June 17, 2015 (GE-06 Agreement). The extension of this band for MS
in Africa should not exclude the broadcasting service in the band 790−862MHz.
Indeed, Africa was left with only 16 MHz (790−806 MHz) and is still waiting for the
first digital dividend, while other countries in Region 1 are looking for the second. The
band 694−790 MHz in Region 1 was allocated to the mobile, except aeronautical mobile
service on a primary basis with other services to which this band is allocated on a
primary basis.
The new allocation may become effective immediately after WRC-15, subject to the
agreement under No. 9.21 with respect to the aeronautical radio navigation service in
countries listed in No. 5.312. Studies on spectrum requirements for MS and BS are
invited in view to determine possible options for the lower edge and channelling
arrangements for the MS, adapted to the frequency band below 790MHz.
 Allocation to the FSS and MMS service in the 7−8 GHz range (Res 758)
The frequency bands 7 250−7 750MHz (space-to-Earth) and 7 900−8 400MHz (Earthto-space) are allocated worldwide to the FSS and also to other services such as Fixed
and Mobile services, the meteorological-satellite and EESS service (space-to-Earth).
The bands 7 250−7 375 MHz (space-to-Earth) and 7 900−8 025MHz (Earth-to-space)
are also allocated to the MSS on a primary basis, subject to the agreement obtained
under No. 9.21 through No. 5.461. Additional bandwidth requirements for data
transmission on these next-generation satellites are estimated to be around of 100MHz.
The adjacent bands 7 150−7 250MHz and 8 400−8 500MHz are currently allocated to
the Fixed and Mobile services as well as to the Space Research Service. More studies
are needed to ensure the compatibility with existing services in the adjacent bands, with
a view to extend the current worldwide allocation to FSS in 7 250−7 750 MHz (spaceto-Earth) and 7 900−8 400MHz (Earth-to-space). Studies should also include technical
and regulatory questions as to the allocation of the bands 7 375−7 750 MHz (space-toEarth) and 8 025−8 400 MHz (Earth-to-space), or parts thereof, to the Maritime-Mobile
Satellite service, while ensuring compatibility with existing services (WRC-15).
 Additional primary allocations to the mobile-satellite service (MSS) within the
bands from 22 GHz to 26 GHz (Resolution 234)
By 2020, a shortfall of spectrum for the satellite component of IMT between 19 MHz 90MHz (Earth-to-space) and 144 MHz - 257MHz (space-to-Earth) is probable. Mobile
satellite service (MSS) systems which are not part of the satellite component of IMT
may also require the additional spectrum for the MSS broadband applications between
240MHz and 335MHz in both, space-to-Earth and Earth-to-space directions.
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No allocations were made at WRC-12 for MSS in the range 4−16GHz and the shortfall
of spectrum for satellite IMT and broadband applications still needs to be addressed.
Sharing studies for additional allocations to the MSS (Earth-to-space and space-toEarth) within portions of the band between 22 GHz and 26 GHz are needed while
ensuring protection of existing services within these bands (No. 5.340 and No. 5.149).
 Regulatory aspects for nano and picosatellites (Resolution757)
Nano and picosatellites (with mass from 0.1 to 10kg and measuring less than 0.5m in
any linear dimension) may have limited orbit control capabilities and therefore have
unique orbital characteristics. They are used for remote sensing, space weather
research, upper atmosphere research, astronomy, communications, technology
demonstration and education as well as commercial applications. They may operate
under various services using the spectrum allocated to the amateur satellite service and
the MetSat service in the frequency range 30−3 000MHz. In this respect the RR
provisions for their coordination and notification (Articles 9 and 11) may need to be
adapted by WRC-18.

7.5 Concept inappropriate
It is evident that WRC with 30 complex agenda items could not be managed neither
reasonably nor satisfactorily. The consequent anachronisms are weakening the ITU
capacity to make the regulatory regime stable and to allow for an efficient FSM. The
major negative performances of the current system that have high priority to be
addressed and possibly rectified are as follows:


The regularity of WRC is not necessary and is even counterproductive. The
conference preparatory rules and procedures are archaic and not adapted what
contributes to the WRC inefficiency.



The WRC became a political gathering instead of ITU technical forum in
service of its mission to address the administrative and regulatory issues in
conformity with the ITU regulatory Policy, as defined.



Each WRC agenda is saturated with complex general items (4 years in advance)
whereas the important issues are usually dealt in non-transparent way among the
administrations concerned, usually outside the official meetings.



The coordinated and harmonized decisions on most items became impossible
due to late contributions and complex subjects, assisted by the chaotic
considerations at the conference, making acceptable solutions not achievable.



The Resolution type of solution, that became modern after WRC 2000
(Istanbul), are making the core RR provisions ”de facto” an auxiliary
mechanism – pending the ratification of the modified Treaty texts – what makes
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the RR a political platform for satisfying the interests not necessarily universal
and transparent.


The just application of the updated RR provisions by the ITU Bureau at a later
stage cannot be equally applied to all parties with equal rights, due to the
phenomena of late (or non) ratification of the Treaty. This has direct negative
implications to the work of the RRB on one hand and the Member States on
another, if disagreement arises among parties concerned.

Contrary to the ITU tradition, the WRCs are also used to generate unnecessary number
of politically sponsored Resolutions that are influencing the RR character and bring
difficulties to its implementation. They are diluting the regulatory process and its
original intent, established in Atlantic City (1947).
It is therefore desirable to review the whole concept and put a balance in RR updating
process by creating simple and transparent environment where all three elements in the
regulatory process – the RR establishment, RR implementation and RR modification
should be re-examined and put in a clean and workable perspective.
Pursuing along this understanding and taking account of digital technology
applications in most of the radiocommunication services the Question is,
whether the “Intergovernmental Conference”, as multilateral coordination
meeting is still an appropriate concept for a dynamic Frequency Spectrum
Management or should ITU introduce a different practice with the secretariat
having an important role?
In that perspective, the intergovernmental multilateral meetings on ITU Regulatory
policy (similar to WARC) might be dealing exclusively with administrative-technical
matters and such meetings should not take place in the intervals shorter than 10 years.
And if the approach where the Resolution “output” would have to prevail in any future
format, the WRC as currently formatted may not be needed any more.
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8.

EVIDENCES SUPPORTING FSM REFORM

8.1 Initiatives for enhancing the regulatory framework
The ITU Members attach to Frequency Spectrum Management and associated regulatory
regime the highest importance in view to enjoy international protection of their rights, in
conformity with their strategic objectives. It may be for this reason that whenever the
subject of FSM reforms is “uncovered”, always there are Members having some
reservations – they are not sure whether better and transparent procedures would still
assure them the liberty that they currently enjoy – or whether a different regulatory
approach might infringe their capacities to defend their particular interests?
The Resolution 951, that is supporting the need for change, was initially approved in
2003 as an urgent issue and 10years later, we are still at the beginning… In spite of all
good intentions, nothing much happened since and in reality, each next WRC made the
application of RR regulatory provisions more complicated.
The “status quo” not being sustainable, the WRC-07 reinforced the Resolution 951. Few
options were developed by the relevant Study Group, some of which may have a
capacity to move forward. Although this being urgent, WRC-12 did not take any serious
action to assure the beginning of “revitalization” or RR transformation.
WRC-12 left aside the fundamental issue i.e. the technical approach to the future
regulatory framework that should better serve the membership (Resolution 957 (WRC12). And following this philosophy, it is probable that eventually viable proposals for a
better and efficient FSM will not be implemented until such time that ITU Members
reach a consensus on how to accede to constitutional changes first, as suggested in
Chapter 10.
Resolution 951 (Rev WRC-07)
The World Radiocommunication Conference (Geneva, 2007),
considering
a) that radio spectrum is a finite resource and there is a continued increase and
evolution in demand and multiplicity of existing and future applications for
radiocommunications;
b) that the current technological environment for some applications is substantively
different from the one which prevailed when the current allocation principles and
definitions were established;
c) that past WRCs were able to respond to the developments mentioned under
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considering a) and b) in certain cases;
d) that there is an interest in the rational, efficient and economic use of spectrum;
e) that allocations to radiocommunication services should aim to reach the best
outcome in terms of spectrum efficiency;
f) that applications are emerging in which elements of different radiocommunication
services (as defined in the Radio Regulations) are combined;
g) that there is a convergence of radio technologies, in as much as the same radio
technology can be used in systems that operate in different radiocommunication
services or with different allocation status (primary or secondary), that might have
an impact on the allocation scenario;
h) that similar data rates and quality of service attributes are available with different
radiocommunication systems operating in different radiocommunication services;
i) that the use of modern underlying communication architectures and protocols,
such as those used in packet radio systems, enables the concurrent provision of
different applications from the same platform operating in the same frequency
bands
j) that evolving and emerging radiocommunication technologies may enable sharing
possibilities and may lead to more frequency-agile and interference-tolerant
equipment and consequently to more flexible use of spectrum;
k) that these evolving and emerging technologies may not require band segmentation
within the traditional spectrum allocation framework;
l) that the regulatory procedures should be continually assessed in order to meet the
demands of administrations,
recognizing
a) that the rights of administrations to deploy, operate and protect services should be
the guiding principle;
b) that the studies in response to Resolution 951 (WRC-03) have shown that any
change intended to improve the flexibility of administrations in accommodating
converging services has to rely on a combination of service definitions,
allocations and procedures
noting
a) that one of the purposes of the Radio Regulations is the effective management and
use of spectrum;
b) that World Radiocommunication Conferences shall normally be convened
every three to four years for possible amending of the Radio Regulations;
c) that studies initiated under Res 951 (WRC-03) have shown a need for additional
studies,
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resolves
1 that, as a matter of urgency, taking into account Annexes 1 and 2, studies are to be
continued by ITU-R, in order to develop concepts and procedures for enhancing the
Radio Regulations to meet the demands of current, emerging and future radio
applications, while taking into account existing services and usage;
2 that the studies mentioned in resolves 1 shall be limited to general allocation or
procedural issues relating to general spectrum management solutions, such as those
already developed in Annex 1 in line with the process contained in Annex2
3 to invite WRC-12 to take into consideration the results of these studies, including
sharing and their impact on allocations in the concerned frequency bands, and take
appropriate action in accordance with Annex 2

8.2

Possible options – Resolution 951

The objective is to refresh and reform, to make regulatory regime simple and transparent
in order to keep pace with convergence of technologies and increasing use of digital
technologies, whilst ensuring the efficient use of spectrum and allowing the operation of
radio systems free of harmful interference.
Within this perspective, several methods are proposed by the ITU to accommodate
convergence between the applications in Fixed and Mobile Services (FS and MS):




to change the definitions to the FS, fixed stations, mobile stations and land
station as well as the related provisions in Appendix 4.
to change the definitions of the FS and fixed station and other related provisions
in Article 11 and Appendix 4.
to modify Appendix 4 of the RR related to the FS without proposing changes to
the definitions. It may also be possible that combination of these options as well
as other new ideas may contribute to the enhancement the regulatory framework.

Another option is general approach in terms of a different spectrum allocation principle,
thus complementing the existing provisions in the RR.
OPTION1: Revision of service definitions and/or adding new service definition
encompassing several of them
The revision of mobile, fixed, and broadcasting services definitions would be helpful in
order to accommodate the convergence between these services and their applications.
As the current CS and CV contain definitions for broadcasting and mobile services,
there are two possibilities:


to modify the current definitions of FS and MS and/or Broadcasting services in
view to accommodate new technologies and new service applications
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to add new definitions of merged services and reflect their convergence (for
example new definition of multimedia).

OPTION2:
New RR provision allowing substitution between assignments of
specific services
It may apply to particular frequency band and may provide more flexibility in case of
regional / worldwide Plans. Different technical, regulatory and procedural conditions
would apply for different bands and services. Two examples of definition:
1) Terrestrial services: No. 5.1.3 of Article 5 in the GE06 Agreement
5.1.3 A digital entry in the Plan may also be notified with characteristics different
from those appearing in the Plan, for transmissions in the broadcasting service or in
other primary terrestrial services operating in conformity with RR, provided that the
peak power density in any 4kHz of the notified assignments shall not exceed the
spectral power density in the same 4kHz of the digital entry in the Plan. Such use
shall not claim more protection than that afforded to the above-mentioned digital
entry.
2) Satellite services: Nos. 5.485 and 5.492 allowing substitution FSS and BSS
5.485 In Region 2, the transponders on space stations in the FSS (11.7-12.2 GHz)
may be used additionally for transmissions in the BSS, provided that such
transmissions do not have max. e.i.r.p. greater than 53 dBW/channel and do not
cause greater interference or require more protection from interference than the
coordinated FSS frequency assignments. With respect to the space services, this
band shall be used principally for the FSS.
5.492 Assignments to stations of the BSS which are in conformity with the
regional Plan or included in the Regions 1 and 3 List in Appendix 30 may also be
used for transmissions in the FSS (space-to-Earth), provided that such transmissions
do not cause more interference, or require more protection from interference, than
the broadcasting-satellite service transmissions operating in conformity with the
Plan or the List, as appropriate (WRC-2000).
OPTION3: Composite services in the Table of Frequency Allocations
This option would offer the flexibility in view to accommodate convergence and at the
same time retaining the choice to use the stand alone services. For example, the specific
frequency band allocated to the FS and LMS could be modified to a composite
allocation of “fixed and land mobile service”.
This could be done for specific frequency bands, for specific services and even for
specific Region(s), providing that all of merged services have the same status. The
composite service may need to be defined in Art.1 and the procedure identifying the
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bands and/or services, for which a composite service would be introduced, would need
to be defined as well.
This approach would provide increased flexibility for either the FS alone, for the
LMS alone, for separate applications in both services in an independent manner
or for a composite application which would include both services.

8.3 General allocation issue
The Resolution 951 (Rev.WRC-07) may also be addressed through another principle
where the allocation to the broadest set of radio services, on a worldwide basis, would
be encouraged (whenever possible) to allocate the frequency bands to broadly defined
services, thus providing maximum flexibility in spectrum use. And where the frequency
bands are allocated on a worldwide basis (aligned services, categories of service and
frequency band limits in all Regions) the account should be taken on safety, technical,
operational, economic and other relevant factors. These additional elements may
complement the existing RR provisions as equality of right to operate among different
services of the same category in adjacent Regions or sub-Regions (No. 4.8).
a) Broadly defined services
Recommendation ITU-R SM.1133 (Spectrum utilization of broadly defined services)
gives the relationship between broader and narrower defined services with regard to
terrestrial and space services (Figure 1). Besides these two types there are some
services that could not be associated with either – they are called “normally defined
services”.
b) Worldwide allocation (No. 5.46 (RR))
5.46
The heading of the Table below includes three columns, each of which
corresponds to one of the Regions (see No. 5.2). Where an allocation occupies all 3
columns in the Table or only one or two of the three columns, this is a Worldwide or
Regional allocation, respectively. For the purpose of analysis the term allocation is
understood in accordance with RR provision:
1.16
Allocation (of a frequency band): Entry in the Table of Frequency Allocations
of a given frequency band for the purpose of its use by one or more terrestrial or space
radiocommunication services or the radio astronomy service under specified conditions.
This term shall also be applied to the frequency band concerned.
c) Counting worldwide allocations
As an example of counting number of allocations on worldwide basis, we consider the
band 2 500-2 520 MHz, in accordance with Article 5:
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FIGURE 1

Narrower defined services

Broadly
defined
services

Normally
defined
services

Narrower defined services

Broadly
defined
services

Normally
defined
services

(source BR 2012)
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Region 1
2 500-2 520

Region 2
2 500-2 520

Region 3
2 500-2 520

FIXED 5.410
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
5.384A

FIXED 5.410
FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth) 5.415
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
5.384A

5.405 5.412

5.404

FIXED 5.410
FIXED-SATELLITE (spaceto-Earth) 5.415
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile 5.384A
MOBILE-SATELLITE (spaceto-Earth) 5.351A 5.407
5.414 5.414A, 5.404, 5.415A

5.404 Additional allocation: in India and Iran (Islamic Republic of), the band 2 5002 516.5 MHz may also be used for the radiodetermination-satellite service (Space-toEarth) for operation limited to within national boundaries; agreement obtained under
No. 9.21.
5.405 Additional allocation: in France, the band 2 500-2 550 MHz is also allocated to
the radiolocation service on a primary basis. Such use is subject to an agreement with
the administrations having services operating or planned to operate in accordance with
the Table which may be affected.
5.412 Alternative allocation: in Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan, the band
2 500-2 690 MHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile, except aeronautical mobile
services.
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The table below shows that the number of worldwide allocations is only 540 or 12,8%
of total frequency band allocations (4 218 allocations). This indicates that worldwide
allocations are difficult to be agreed and therefore the principle to have only worldwide
allocation would require the review of a huge number of band allocations (around 90%).
The frequency allocations on the worldwide basis and to the broadly defined services
are not always possible and may lead to inefficient spectrum use.

Radioservice
Fixed
Mobile
Radiodetermination
Mobile-satellite
Radiodetermination-satellite
Earth exploration-satellite
Aeronautical mobile
Aeronautical mobile (R)
Aeronautical mobile (OR)
Land mobile
Maritime mobile
Radionavigation
Maritime radionavigation
Aeronautical radionavigation
Radiolocation
Land mobile-satellite
Maritime mobile-satellite
Aeronautical mobile-satellite
Radionavigation-satellite
Radiolocation-satellite
Meteorological-satellite
Broadcasting
Amateur
Radio astronomy
Meteorological aids
Standard frequency and time signal
Fixed-satellite
Broadcasting-satellite
Amateur-satellite
Standard frequency and time signalsatellite
Space operations
Space research
Inter-satellite
Σ

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Footnote

Σ

%

328
257
8
173
17
73
33
5
4
35
140
50
20
75
77
6
10
10
39
0
15
92
37
126
11
10
151
35
22

633
590
8
280
21
228
46
44
38
50
222
105
38
129
167
6
10
10
88
1
40
166
124
228
25
56
258
54
76

15,0%
14,0%
0,2%
6,6%
0,5%
5,4%
1,1%
1,0%
0,9%
1,2%
5,3%
2,5%
0,9%
3,1%
4,0%
0,1%
0,2%
0,2%
2,1%
0,0%
0,9%
3,9%
2,9%
5,4%
0,6%
1,3%
6,1%
1,3%
1,8%

Number of allocations
108
107
0
35
0
50
5
13
13
8
33
17
6
17
29
0
0
0
17
0
9
25
27
34
6
18
35
6
18

97
120
0
36
2
51
3
13
10
2
21
18
8
19
32
0
0
0
16
1
8
24
31
35
4
14
36
6
18

100
106
0
36
2
54
5
13
11
5
28
20
4
18
29
0
0
0
16
0
8
25
29
33
4
14
36
7
18

Number of
Worldwide
Allocations
(WA)
64
74
0
22
0
45
1
12
9
1
16
15
3
13
21
0
0
0
13
0
7
15
22
33
4
12
21
4
18

WA / Σ
1,1%
12,5%
0,0%
7,9%
0,0%
19,7%
2,2%
27,3%
23,7%
2,0%
7,2%
14,3%
7,9%
10,1%
12,6%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0%
14,8%
0,0%
17,5%
9,0%
17,7%
14,5%
16,0%
21,4%
8,1%
7,4%
23,7%

5

5

5

9

24

0,6%

5

20,8%

10
73
11

10
76
11

10
78
11

21
110
32

51
337
65

1,2%
8,0%
1,5%

10
69
11

19,6%
20,5%
16,9%

735

727

725

2031

4218

100,0%

540

12,8%

█ broadly defined services. █ narrower defined services. █ normally defined services.
(source BR, 2012)
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8.4 Promising technology (defined in ITU-R SM.2152)
Software-defined radio (SDR) is a radio transmitter and/or receiver employing a
technology that allows the RF operating parameters (including, but not limited to,
frequency range, modulation type, or output power) to be set or altered by software,
excluding changes to the operating parameters which occur during the normal preinstalled and predetermined operation of a radio according to a system specification or
standard.
Cognitive radio system (CRS) is a radio system employing technology that allows the
system to obtain knowledge of its operational and geographical environment,
established policies and its internal state – to dynamically adjust its operational
parameters and protocols according to obtained knowledge necessary to achieve
predefined objectives – and to learn from the results obtained.
Both technologies are expected to provide additional flexibility and offer improved
efficiency to overall spectrum use. They may be combined or deployed independently
in the system of any radiocommunication service. Their implementation may be a
challenge of technical and operational nature as they must operate in accordance with
Radio Regulations.
Where spectrum is getting congested due to the increasing Internet/data traffic and due
to the need of broader bandwidth (case of LMS), the CRS may yield significant benefits
by providing increased spectrum efficiency and mitigate the problem of congestion.
IMT systems may equally employ CRS and enjoy the same type of benefit however,
there is a concern as to the protection of existing services from potential interference
from CRS dynamic spectrum access capability.
CRS limitations
In the satellite services, any CRS station in operation and sharing the frequency band,
may have identified a particular frequency channel (of the satellite link) as unused and
would have occupied it. Also, CRS stations might cause harmful interference to EESS
station sharing the same frequency band! A local quiet or coordination zones around
RAS stations may be established, thus restricting emissions at frequencies outside the
usually-allocated passive service bands.
CRS relying on the spectrum-sensing alone might misinterpret the lack of signal in
locally-protected radio astronomy bands. Therefore, CRS will require both geo-location
capabilities and knowledge of local spectrum regulations. All emissions, including those
of CRS stations, are prohibited in passive bands listed in No. 5.340.
CRS that is using dynamic frequency search operation in FSS or BSS bands will need to
consider that many earth terminals do not transmit continuously or are receive-only
terminals where downlink signals are at low pfd levels. The detection of FSS and BSS
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receivers by CRS may represent a technical problem. The use of data bases that would
contain the locations and frequencies of the earth terminals could be a solution
especially in countries where the number of earth stations is not very high and where the
required information could be collected.
The data base may need to contain information that FSS/BSS operator would consider
sensitive and may not want to disclose it. The CRS devices that dynamically search for
spectrum may not be appropriate for use in RNSS frequency bands, this service being
operational at all times. The BS could also be susceptible to the interference resulting
from CRS application as it is planned on a noise-limited basis and broadcast receivers
are expected to operate near noise limits. Consequently, the non-detection of a broadcast
signal by a sensing device at one location may not indicate that a frequency, allocated to
the BS, is available for other users.
Furthermore, broadcast receivers are particularly sensitive to the interference from
signals in adjacent, multiple adjacent, local oscillator and image channels. The use of a
geo-location capability and the capability to access a database enables CRS to avoid
interferences with other users in the TV UHF band.
For instance, when the “receive-only bands” (RR No. 5.340) may appear as vacant
spectrum, CRS will not only be aware that these bands cannot be accessed for
transmissions, but appropriate radio behavior control will ensure that no transmissions
occur.
Relationship SDR and CRS
SDR is recognized as enabling the technology for CRS. Both are at different phase of
development, i.e., radiocommunication systems using applications of SDR are in
operation already and CRS applications are under study and trial. With SDR technology,
users/operators would be in a position to download and install software making the
reconfiguration of radio station dependent on the availability of software and
user/operator interest.
The application of ITU regulatory mechanisms will continue to depend essentially upon
the capability of administrations to be aware of the Frequency Spectrum use within their
borders and provide the relevant information in a timely manner to the ITU. The issue
of software reliability is related to the modernization of the equipment, certification and
licensing regime which fall under national prerogatives.
Any radio station, being reconfigured by hardware or software, must continue to
meet the regulatory requirements applicable to the radio service in question.
There is no need to modify RR for the introduction of SDR technology. The same
is valid for the CRS used in certain bands by certain radiocommunication
services.
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9. SEARCH FOR GENUINE FORMAT AND
LEADING ROLE
The federal structure is ITU historic property from those days when political
environment imposed it over any other, possibly more rational model. The introduction
of the IFRB in 1947 together with the Union segmentation into 5 politico/geographical
zones, fixed the “federalism” for decades. It was perfect reflection of emerging new
world order as well as defense of strategic national interests. ITU had 78 states at that
time and federalism was well preserved for many years where non-written rules were
respected (5 elected official from 5 regions) and directors of specialized secretariats
were elected by their respective legislative bodies (Assemblies).
In the modern times – with telecommunication sector convergence and the need for
streamlining the creative potential – the federal mechanisms became less responsive.
Keeping the federal structure exclusively due to political considerations is equal to
inefficiency and regression. The upgrading of relationship between the ITU and new
regional standardization bodies (ARIB, ETSI, TTC, etc.) is expected since long time to
be clarified so that the work of regional bodies would contribute to global solutions.
And although the non-governmental entities and industry and other ITU sector members
have operational freedom in their activities of respective Sectors, their vital interests are
not necessarily properly covered nor protected. These ITU devoted partners are looking
for new perspectives within the global and intergovernmental environment which did
not allow them so far to exercise the sovereignty over their own expertise.
Without compromising the inter-governmental profile of the Union, it is essential to
create new and favorable conditions where non-governmental ITU pole would be given
respectable status and where Partners should be allowed to be treated on equal footing.
The Partners should find their responsibilities properly labeled in order to enjoy full
autonomy in drafting the respective policy guidelines as well as programming and
budgeting of their activities, in the field of their competence.
Reform to be effective, must take account of major trends sweeping through the
industry. These trends include the convergence of technologies and the emergence of
open and competitive market for telecommunication networks and services.
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9.1 New ICT Convergence Entity
The current Standardization Sector is operating in a historic environment where two
types of studies are conducted, both on telecommunication standardization issues,
excluding the radiocommunications.
The first type, more and more referred to as technical standards, relates generally to the
technical characteristics of equipment and networks. The second deals generally with
the networks architecture and related operations and as such, it is of interest for national
telecommunication regulators.
To participate in the studies of technical standards and the adoption of associated
recommendations, it supposes the existence of well - developed industry capable to
invest a significant part of its financial and human resources in the research and
development of new technologies for which the convergent standards may be required.
The majority of industrialized countries in the ITU encourage the initiation and
financing of these studies and for the same reasons they are looking for their legitimacy
and legitimate rights to have more power in decision making processes, in the areas of
their exclusive competence.
The related discussions on necessary reforms through ICT convergence were on the
Agenda among interested parties, governments and partners since two decades (Reform
Advisory Panel and Reform Group). Since then, the ITU is looking for its genuine role,
it is searching for the way to transform its structures into a dynamic institution that
would have the potential to carry on its important mission. It is Sector Members (and
no more the Governments) that possess the necessary creativity and dynamism, both
financial and human.
With the creation of new Entity within ITU, the Partners would get a responsive
operational structure that would provide an attractive and catalyst environment for all
parties to work together and be considered as equal members. The members would carry
on academic and research studies related to the telecommunication standardization in all
ICT segments including radiocommunications.
The Entity should become a facilitator for the collaboration and co-operation of
different regionally established standards bodies, competent industry forums and
regional institutions related to the telecommunications.
The properties
The Entity should represent the ICT convergence Pole (Sector) along with the traditional
Radio Regulatory Pole (Sector), the responsibilities of which would remain with
Governments in the area of Frequency Spectrum Management. The properties of new
Entity would be as follows:
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single category of members (current MS, sector members or Associates);
Assembly of All (AoA) as the highest policy body;
Management Board with defined executive functions;
Interest Groups performing the related studies (UTSs);
ITU Deputy Director General acting as CEO of the new Entity;

The entity’s work should be project-oriented, private-sector driven and self-financed.
The Entity could build on the work done externally by making reference to the relevant
standards of other regional organisations and concentrating on ITU recognized strengths
such as interconnectivity, interoperability, the numbering and network management.
The ITU Regional Offices should be used to disseminate the results of these efforts in
the regions and should encourage the contributions by members without resources to
physically participate in the meetings.
The members of the Management Board (MB) would be appointed by the Assembly.
Suitable working environment would be an Interest Group (IG) which may develop
normative output as ”Universal Technical Specifications” (UTS).
The Chief Executive (CEO) would be ITU Deputy-Director General, elected by the
Plenipotentiary Conference (PPC) for one six-year term with the possibility of an
extension for another term. ITU specialized secretariat with various departments,
composed of the existent Staff in all three Sectors, should provide the new Entity with
all necessary technical and administrative support on full cost-recovery basis.
The financing
The entity should be financially independent and funded by its members contributions.
There should be a basic membership fee supplemented by participation fee for each
Interest Group that member wishes to participate in. The basic fee may have its
minimum and maximum limit and the participation fee would be based on IG charge or
on any other principle of efficiency, agreed by the Assembly.
There should be full transparency in the budgetary process. The principle of weighted
voting may be put in place by the Assembly, taking account of the financial
commitment of each member. There should be a balance between large and small
members so that minority views are given sufficient weight.
The overall financial needs would be determined by the Assembly based on the advice
of the Management Board (MB). The budget would have only one set of contributory
levels for any of its members to choose from, voluntarily. The minimum level of
contribution should be such as to attract small companies and may therefore be similar
to the current Associate fee.
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The possible scale of identified fees could be:
possible fee

weighting factor

32x
16x
12x
8x
4x
2x
X

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Assembly of All (AoA) annual meeting
The Assembly (that corresponds to the existing RA and WTSA) should cover all Policy
discussions and decisions associated with academic studies, scientific research and
technology standardisation activities which are currently part of and performed by the
ITU-R and ITU-T together with certain items that ITU-D Study groups are taking care
of. At its annual meeting, the AoA may:












elect its Chairman and vice-Chairman;
consider the report of the DDG as Entity CEO;
consider the report of the Management Board (MB);
approve the UTS, as/if appropriate;
decide on strategic and operational plan with associated financial plans;
decide on proposed revision of work organisation and changes to the
organisational structure, as appropriate;
decide on proposals from MB for changes to the working methods and
administrative procedures;
determine a framework for resource allocation;
decide on proposed partnerships/MoU with external organisations;
elect members of the Management Board on a rotating basis;
establish and close Interest Groups, as appropriate, based on review of their work
and ensure their co-ordination to avoid duplication of efforts;

The annual meetings should provide membership with full report on current activities
and should take decisions based on proposals from the Management Board and
members. The Chief Executive (DDG) should report to AoA on administrative and
financial matters.
The Management Board (MB)
The responsibilities of the Board are decided by the Assembly and would be based on:
 consideration of broad convergence Policy;
 review the effectiveness of the organisation to meet its strategic objectives and
operational goals and propose revisions to the work plans and work organisation;
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identification of priority areas and study programs;
development of a resource framework;
propose areas for partnerships and MoU with other relevant bodies;
decide on proposals from Interest Groups on UTS transmission to AoA
develop a general framework on UTS approval process by AoA

The Board should have no more than 9-11 appointed officials in order to allow the
output efficiency. It should reflect the balanced representation of membership and
should work in transparent manner.
Its sessions should be open, having at the same time the possibility to meet in closed
session. The Directors of ITU Secretariat Departments may participate in the Board (exofficio) to ensure effective co-ordination with ITU primary-regulatory pole. The two (2)
appointed Board Members are representing AoA on the ITU Administrative Council
(ADC).
The President of the MB should be elected by the Board from its members. The Board
should reach decisions by consensus and if necessary by a simple majority vote based
on one member one vote.
Interest Groups and their output
Interest Groups are to be created by the Assembly on the proposal by the Board and
their number and profile should be based on strategic orientations. Interest Groups
should develop their own terms of reference and projected output(s). The development
of universal technical specifications (UTS) should be contribution driven, including the
consideration of potential deliverables of other external bodies. The approval of UTS
should be reached by consensus or based on one member one vote, if required.
A balance between administrations, manufacturers, operators and service providers
would be a positive sign but not a mandatory feature. The UTS would have initial
status of ITU document which may be approved by the Interest Group itself as standard
practice or, in case of disagreement, by the Assembly (AoA), reaching this way a status
of ITU Recommendation.
Transition 12
The Plenipotentiary Conference (PPC), at an appropriate time, would establish new
Entity and first Assembly should be called upon. The members of the new entity would
be eligible to establish Interest Groups in accordance with agreed Rules of Procedure.
Interest Groups for any new subject matter may start their work immediately and for the
12

It is evident that this process could only take place if the Reform architecture would be agreed within limited timeframe and its
implementation gradually put in action.
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issues currently under study in ITU-T and ITU-R, the Interest Group would be activated
after a period of time agreed with relevant Study Group, so as to avoid duplication.
The new Interest Group (IG) would be under the new regime and all existing Study
groups would be phased out once the transitional period has expired. If required, their
work could be taken up by a newly formed IG’s under the new rules.

9.2

ITU Regulatory Prerogatives (see also Ch 6.4)

The basic challenge for Administrations and Partners, members of ITU, is to preserve
and enhance the ability to carry out the radio-regulatory activities in a transparent, just
and satisfactory manner (embedded in the Constitution). It is of vital importance to
allow all Member States, those with rich HR and those with less rich HR, to understand
the related Procedures what requires transparent radio-regulatory mechanisms that
would also be simple, modern and up-to date.
The historic ITU mission associated with an efficient frequency spectrum/orbit
management (FSM) should further allow the recording of frequencies in the MIFR thus
ensuring that frequencies and orbital positions (with those assignments) are compatible,
within interference free telecommunication environment.
Having the above objectives in mind, the analysis of current administrative instrument
(WRC) where the regulatory environment is updated, gives the evidences of serious
weaknesses and limitations of such conference concept and its potential (mechanisms)
to modulate the ITU regulatory regime.
As the priority is not only to update the RR but also to make these Regulations as simple
as possible, where allocations should be as broad as possible, and sufficient protection to
the allocated services ensured, the harmonization in the global/regional spectrum usage
is necessary and should be opted for.
Such harmonization of spectrum usage would help enhancing the efficiency and will
facilitate – possibly accelerate – the convergence between telecommunication services.
All steps in this Reform making should converge in view to:


ensure that modified and new RR provisions, that are instrumental for efficient
the use of the Frequency spectrum and satellite orbits, should be applicable to all
Members with the same importance and legality at any point in time.



allow reasonable time for the preparation of general Regulatory Conference with
administrative character – that should take place in reasonably spaced intervals
and as appropriate (not shorter than 10 years).
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For the Multilateral Coordination Meeting (MCM), as a new intergovernmental
instrument for partial revision of the RR, the details would need to be developed
through discussion on reforms. And when the Administrative Radiocommunication
and/or Telecommunication Conferences (WAC) 13 would be called upon, the ITU
specialized secretariat has to be focal area and would be leading the preparations by
assuming the responsibilities for substantial review of RR provisions and associated
procedures and to prepare a single working document. The latter should be extensive,
covering the limited number of subject matters, including the contributions by Members
as well as by other parties, authorized to contribute (partners, AoA, DG…).
With respect to the desirable harmonisation of Frequency Spectrum usage and its
Management, the following principles may be considered when dealing with the
Allocation of Frequency Spectrum/orbit resources:
 to allocate, wherever possible, frequency bands to the most broadly defined
services and adopt associated regulatory provisions, if needed, with a view to
providing the maximum flexibility to administrations in spectrum use, taking into
account all relevant factors, including safety, technical (including compatibility
and sharing studies), operational, and economic elements;
 to allocate, wherever possible, frequency bands on a worldwide basis (aligned
services, categories of service and frequency-band limits) taking into account all
relevant factors, including appropriate regulatory provisions between Regions,
safety, technical (including compatibility and sharing studies), operational, and
economic elements;
 to allocate frequency bands by including the name of a service in the Table of
Frequency Allocations (Article 5) and to the extent possible not by the FN;
 to take into account relevant studies by ITU Secretariat including the report(s) on
technical and operational developments as well as contributions by Member States
and partners;
 to take into account the use of radiocommunications in achieving national, regional
and global priorities, including relevant Resolutions on emerging technologies,
disaster management and other socio-economic issues;
 to review the use of FN indicating the frequency bands for systems and
radiocommunication applications;

13

If appropriate, the MCM or regional telecommunication conference may take place, subject to the interest expressed by group
of Members or Region concerned.
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9.3 The Platform for Constitutional Change
The ITU needs “a vision” and “leadership” and even better, the “leadership with a
vision”. The bold decisions by the plenipotentiaries must become priority instead of
being concentrated on the electoral campaign (5 leaders, 12 RRB members and 47
members of the Council) with strong political connotation, every 4 years. This latter
fact became very disturbing parameter at the recent plenipotentiary conferences to the
extent that ITU may have lost its technical worldwide prestige.
Political consensus on the Union basic values and modern policy orientations is
therefore necessary and it should replace the superficial debate with little output.
A new Madrid or Atlantic City spirit may reappear in view to influence the debate on
these issues. All necessary ingredients are there to transform the Union into the new
type Organization, structured on values around the “Union of interests” where all
partners would have specific responsibilities and should be sovereign in their decisions.
Egoistic behaviour of traditional constituents is no more valid and Governments must
understand that they are no more the (only) creator of modern telecommunications and
ICT future.
With political consensus and qualified majority as a pre-condition, the reforms would be
feasible if Member States accepted a new repartition of roles among their
governments and private sector. Agreed on that point, the integrity of Organization
would be preserved and credibility re-established with new properties, making it:




universal for all members and partners;
revitalized in structure to be functionally manageable and efficient;
innovative and productive, becoming the world reference for ICT matters;

The New Organization with the attributes of efficiency and universality should be a
place where national telecommunication policies should find their international
recognition, as appropriate, and where technical spirit should return back to its track.

Environment for Reforms
Considering the elements supporting the need for change (the analysis hereto, the
evolutionary telecommunication environment, the convergence of ICT technologies,
etc…) the following are the auxiliary elements that are supporting the ITU reforming
philosophy:


The intergovernmental character of the Union, the purposes of other agencies
dealing with telecommunications thus achieving more efficiency of the whole
system by avoiding duplication of activities,



The privatized status of the ICT sector in almost all countries,
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The need for private operating agencies of different size to provide international
telecommunications in a secure manner through a system in which they may
discuss and possibly resolve the disputes,



The increasing role of regulatory entities at the national level in developing the
national regulations in a transparent and equitable manner an d the need for them
to have a Forum in which they may exchange views and identify those matters
that may need to be regulated at the international level,



The increasing role of the ITU regional presence and related synergy effect that
may be derived from close cooperation between the regional bureaus and the
regional telecommunication organizations (Unions);
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10. NEW ITU STRUCTURE AND ITS CONSTITUENCY
The new constitutional format should be based, in our view, on two constitutional
segments, the Governments on one hand and Partners on another (Industry, SIO, NGOs,
etc.). Both should be responsible to implement in practice one – ITU mission, covering
all areas of ICT/telecommunication regulation, development through studies, research,
management and administration. The two Poles should be complementary structures,
having the objective to perform dynamic and efficient FSM and promote the leading
role in global standardization processes. All parties should be Members of the same
Organization – where their rights would be performed at different levels and in different
format.
The highest (two Chamber) Organization Policy body would be the Plenipotentiary
Conference (PPC) base on the prerogatives as defined by the Constitution and
Convention14.

Mission and Structure
The ITU mission should consist of two basic components – the harmonized usage of
radiocommunication systems and networks while ensuring the interference free
international regulatory environment and efficient Spectrum management. And on
another hand – high level performance of the activities related to global standards,
taking full account of technology convergence and radiocommunication applications. It
should include the assistance to the development of ICT infrastructure there where
required, by providing the corresponding regulatory framework for telecommunications
interconnection and interoperability.
The Organization should be working through two (2) Entities (Regulatory Entity and
Standard/Convergence Entity) being operationally responsible for different scope of
activities. They would take decisions at their respective policy bodies as the World
Administrative Conference (WAC) and Assembly of All (AoA).
The Union HQ should promote and coordinate the activities where regional centres
should implement the policy of multilateral cooperation. The two ITU Entities would
be called upon to create favourable conditions for assistance and coordination, directed
to the Regions where relevant regional entities should join the development efforts.
 Government Pole (Telecommunication Regulatory Mission – REG):
Establishment of regulatory provisions (RR and ITR), Spectrum management and
Administration as well as an efficient coordination and application of International
Treaties (RR and ITR) and/or Agreements. Assistance to Member States
14

The development function should be re-thought and new regional mechanisms for efficient assistance put in place
(this subject is not part of this study).
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including the Depository function for future ITU endeavors. Cooperation with
other Agencies on multilateral joint actions.
 Non-Government Pole – Partners (ICT Standard/Convergence – STC):
Conducting studies related to telecommunication scientific research and System’s
Applications, converging to global ICT standards. Performing specific Project
oriented studies according to the needs and requirements, including those within
regional framework.

Policy and Financing
Organization’s general Policy should be discussed and agreed by Governments and
Partners at Plenipotentiary Conferences (PPC), possibly supported by the views of
Telecommunication Policy Forum (TPF) and based on the inputs by Members and
Reports by the constituent bodies (WAC, AoA, DG, ADC). Considerable preparatory
work is required in view to assure smooth proceedings and rational decisions.
ITU as a whole should be financed by the Governments, Industry, Telecommunication
Operators, Service providers, Regulators, Regional Organizations, Other International
organizations, other partners or clients.
It is recommended that more stable and
appropriate financing models should be discussed and agreed during the reform period.

Union Membership
The universal membership with non-discriminatory status is active through the
numerous working bodies and Interest groups supported by the corresponding part of
the secretariat – they include the administrations of Governments, the
telecommunication Regulatory authorities, ROAs, SIOs, telecommunication Service
providers, Industrial and academic entities, International and Regional Organizations,
Financial Institutions and any other Partners that may wish to join working under the
Union umbrella.

Regional centers
These should represent the major field structures under the authority of Director
General, in the framework of multilateral cooperation with UN agencies, regional
organizations, financial institutions etc…
(this subject is not part of this study)
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10.1 The Union Policy and Decision making bodies
Plenipotentiary Conference (PPC)
The ITU Policy making body should be meeting every two years for maximum duration
of 7-10 days. The election of leadership (three officials), Council and other bodies
(example RRB) should take place only at every third PPC (6 years period). The issues
to be addressed at PPC Conferences are to be consulted, coordinated and prepared by
the Secretariat well in advance. They should be opened for discussion by any Member
form either Pole. The Agenda should in principle be limited to deal substantially with
Policy orientations, Strategic objectives and Plans.
The Conference should work on the basis of a Strategic document, prepared by the
secretariat, including the contributions by Governments and Partners. The various
Reports (as those by TPF, WTA, ADC or AoA and Director General) may be and
should be considered by the Conference.
The conference should agree on the Union General Policy, Union Goals and Strategy
how to implement that Policy. In addition it would approve the (biennial) budget and
make election(s) as appropriate.
Partners (members of AoA) are invited to assist the Conference in capacity of members
where they are expected to contribute in reaching the objectives, but should not vote if
the situation occurs.

World Administrative Conference (WAC, RRC)
The Administrative Conference in charge to modify or update the Treaty texts (ITR or
RR) would retain its regulatory character and should cover either the International
Telecommunications and/or Frequency Spectrum Management. The preparatory
activities for these conferences should be the responsibility of specialized ITU
Secretariat and Department for Strategic Studies (DSS) that may have a leading role.
They would be responsible to prepare the basic conference working document,
following the consultations with Governments, that may exceptionally be complemented
with a limited number of late contributions (limited in time before the conference).
There may be inputs (reports) from AoA, complemented by Strategic Advisory Council
(SAC, DG and ADC). Partners are invited to participate actively in the Conference
proceedings and decisions. However, they may not vote if the situation occurs (see Ch
9.2).

Assembly of All (AoA)
It is the policy making body of the ITU non-Governmental pole which is sovereign in its
decision making process. Its policy is implemented on one hand through its
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contributions to the (World) Administrative Conferences (WAC) and on another hand,
by reporting to the Plenipotentiary Conference (PPC).
Assembly should be a mirror picture of existing RA and WTSC merged and should
create conducive environment for Telecommunications Policy Forum (TPF) which
would remain free and open Forum contributing directly to the Plenipotentiary
Conference (PPC).
Assembly should elect members of its Management Board (MB) and appoint its liason
officers in the Administrative Council (ADC). It should consider Entity work
organization and work program together with the priorities against the budget available
(see Ch 9.1).

Strategic Advisory Council (SAC)
Strategic Advisory Council (SAC) is an open ended Forum, associated with AoA
prerogatives and may advise DDG (director of new Entity) on general guidelines,
environmental evolution, ongoing market requirements and performances needed. AoA
should consider its report on changing environment and should approve its policy
guidelines as a basic document.
SAC report to AoA together with member contributions is important input that should
be translated into the relevant decisions and report to the Plenipotentiary Conference
(PPC). In these activities, SAC may be assisted by Department for Strategic Studies
(DSS).

Administrative Council (ADC)
Administrative Council should have limited number of seats (19-23 members) in order
to allow for efficient working environment and responsible output, following the
traditional agenda dealing with administrative and financial issues only. It should be
working as a Board of Governors where one half of member countries would rotate at
the end of third year in the office and should be elected by the Plenipotentiary that was
meeting a preceding year.
The second half of Council members should be elected by the Plenipotentiary
conference that is meeting every 6 years. Council Session would take place ones per
year, for short duration of maximum four (4) working days, with participation of 2
members of the Management Board (MB). The participation of Members at Council
session does not imply any extra expenses for the Union.

Telecommunication Policy Forum (TPF)
Telecom Policy Forum is an open ended and permanent structure where Members would
be discussing the national and international policy and regulatory practices as well as the
issue of Global Telecommunication Development or any other relevant and
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complementary subject. It should be meeting prior to PPC and its Report considered by
the Plenipotentiary Conference for further action, as appropriate.

Members of the Board (MB) and liaison with Council
The AoA Management Board (9-11) is elected by the AoA. Two of its members would
be acting as liaison officers to the Council in view to offer the Entity views on its Policy
making and on the budgetary issues.

Board of Executive Directors (BED)
Board of Executive Directors (Heads of ITU secretariat major Departments) under the
Chairmanship of DG and /or DDG is responsible for the corporate management issues
and is reporting to the Council, as appropriate. It also coordinates the harmonization of
basic working document Administrative Conferences (WAC), prepared by the
secretariat, taking full account of invited contributions by Member States and Partners.
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10.2 ITU Specialized Secretariat
The horizontally structured specialized secretariat would have two (2) major Sectors
with a number of Departments as appropriate. They would be complementary as being
associated with the corresponding activities performed within the Telecommunication
Regulatory Pole and Standard / Convergence Pole of ITU. Each of these Secretariats
would be directed and managed by the Deputy-Director General (DDG) that would also
be elected by the Plenipotentiary conference.
Two other Departments of the Secretariat are of strategic importance as they would be
supporting the activities related to the Strategic Studies and Regional coordination.
They would be both directed by Assistant Director General (ADG) – the officers that
would be appointed by the Administrative Council, further to the proposal by Director
General (DG).
The ITU secretariat would also include traditional auxiliary Departments (as finance and
human resources, etc…) that would also have traditional format as today. These latter
would operate under the responsibility of Director General.
All administrative activities related to the current Development function as well as their
coordination with Regional Centres, should fall under the responsibility of relevant
Department that would be directed by the second Assistant Director General (ASG), as
the responsible officer.
Possible, but not exhaustive list of responsibilities of these four (4) major Departments
in the ITU Secretariat, together with associated activities, are identified below.

TELECOMMUNICATION REGULATORY SECTOR (REG)
(Department1)
Spectrum / Orbit(s) // Planning and Regulation // Administration
 Performing the general studies related to FSM and regulatory procedures;
 Studies on RR format, its simplification, enhancement and efficient application of
its provisions;
 Planning the regulatory activities and performing studies on work organization
based on Strategic and Operational Plans;
 Preparation of basic Working document for Administrative Conferences (WAC)
when/where appropriate;
 Study the relevant issues related to Global Communication Infrastructure (MoU);
 Coordination, Notification and Registration of radiocommunication networks and
Remote engineering of the Radio frequency Spectrum;
 Analysis, publication of statistics and forecasts of trends;
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ICT CONVERGENCE /STANDARDISATION SECTOR (STC)
(Department2)
Telecommunication services // Research and Applications
 Studies on Terrestrial and Space telecommunication services (associated
requirements, technical parameters and system performances);
 Scientific studies (on propagation, Radio astronomy, deep space research);
 Studies on technology transfer;
 Telecomm Service(s) as a Trade and related implications;
 Preparations of reports and guidelines for AoA.
Telecommunication networks // Systems and Standards // Convergence
 Activities based on the market and industry requirement;
 Globally oriented telecom standardization processes;
 Cooperation with regional Organizations having comparable missions;
 Joint ventures with other Regional Organizations;
 Programs of particular interest to the general development (BDT topics);
 Studies on technology evolution and Infrastructure development;
 System(s) performances and Tariff studies;

Department for Strategic Studies (DSS)
(Department3)
ITU Policies and Strategies
 Performing relevant studies on ICT evolution and related Strategies
 Preparation of corporate Plans on overall Union Policies
 Preparation and support to the meetings of BED-DSS, ADC-MB,
 Guidance /cooperation with SAC and TPF
 Preparation for and assistance to WAC and AoA and PPC, as appropriate
 Preparation of Strategic Plan for PPC (in cooperation with SAC and AoA)
ICT Development // Policies and Implementation
 Publication of Statistics and Telecommunication Analysis
 Policy considerations and its applicability (privatization, liberalization)
 Study of national regulatory practices, preparation of workshops and seminars
 Administrative and tariff’s considerations
 HRD development programs
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10.3

The new properties

Returning to Atlantic City wisdom, the Organization may need a compact leadership in
terms of having only three (3) elected officials – the Director General (DG) and two
Deputy-Director General (DDG). As discussed earlier, they would be elected by the
PPC for the period of six (6) years and may serve only one mandate, with no possibility
of renewal for the Post I question. More, the elected officials after the natural expiration
of their mandate may not compete for any other elected Post.
In addition, concerning the election and appointment, a new quality in the form of
impeachment procedure is introduced. An elected official may become a subject to such
procedure if harmful inconsistences for Organisation were detected in the ITU
management and clear responsibilities associated by the identified official. The
Administrative Council would have triggered such procedure that would be leading to
the impeachment of the elected official (prior to the natural end of 6y mandate). The
final decision is within the Plenipotentiary Conference that is meeting every two years.
It is important that AoA may be submitting the contributions to the Treaty conferences.
Contrary to the existing practice, the Director General (on behalf of the secretariat)
should be allowed to contribute to the work of any meeting and /or Conference, further
to the consultation with the Administrative Council (ADC). Contributions by Members
during the Conference in session may be allowed but limited in time and content.
Most of the activities performed under AoA should be financed to large extent (but not
exclusively) by the non-governmental members (partners) which should have a leading
role in the decision-making process as well as in the definition of priorities of their
working program(s).
The relevant mission objectives for Regional Centres and their coordination should be
defined by the Plenipotentiary Conference and put under the responsibility of DG.
Policy questions relative to the existing WTDC should be transferred to TPF and PPC
for decision. And operational Questions, relative to particular development case should
be covered by the AoA itself, as appropriate. Sector Advisory Groups (RAG, TSAG)
activities would merge to SAC (unique body) that should include the development
dimension (TDAG to be abolished). In addition:
 The ITU leadership role would be assumed by Director General exclusively
through the Board of Executive Directors (BED) the members of which are
Director General and his Deputies (DDG) and Assistants (ADG) and any other
invited official / Head of Department.


The role of the Part-time Board (RRB) may be replaced by already existing
structures (WRC or Multilateral Coordination Meetings). It is even
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recommended to abolish the existing RRB due to its inappropriate non-technical
profile, the number of its members and their way of appointment.


Should the discussions prove that more efficient way to deal with subject matter
(studies by DSS) would exist, the part of Board credentials would be taken over
by the Board of Directors (BED).

 In case the RRB would still be retained, its members (the number of which
should be reduced to five (5) should be elected by the WAC and not by the PPC)
for a period of 6 years or maximum time when the next WAC may take place,
whichever comes first).
 All ITU activities will be open to Members and Partners and should be
sponsored on voluntary, dedicated or cost recovery basis. Revenue generation is
not excluded.
 The Multilateral Coordination Meeting (MCM) on regulatory subject matters
(RR) should be introduced with the force of the Treaty making within the legal
framework/status of WAC. They may take place selectively and could be called
upon by the membership, PPC and/or following the proposal by the Assembly
(AoA), supported by Director General. Such meeting may take place whenever
appropriate, pending its character (regional or service oriented).
 The World Administrative Regulatory Conference (WAC) should on the
contrary, take place in larger intervals – possibly not smaller than 10 years.
 The Plenipotentiary Conference (PPC) is normally preceded by Telecom
Policy Forum (TPF). On the other hand the Assembly of All (AoA) is meeting
every year, preceded by Strategic Advisory Council (SAC).
 The preparatory work for an administrative conference (WAC), being Radio or
Telecommunication Conference, should be taken care by ITU secretariat (REG)
including the DSS in consultation with members (taking account the conference
subject) under the auspices of Director General and assistance of BED.
FUNCTIONAL LINKS

PPC/(TPF)

WAC/(DSS)

LEGISLATIVE BODIES AND MANAGEMENT
RELATIONS

AOA/(SAC)

ADC/(MB)

PPC
ADC

PLENIPOTENTIARY CONFERENCE
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

WAC
AOA

WORLD ADMINIST. CONFERENCE.
ASSEMBLY OF ALL
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PROPOSED CALENDAR OF ITU EVENTS
(Plenipotentiary cycle 2 years with election every 6 years)

Y0

Event /Timing

PPC
TPF

PPC

P(1)

o

o

o

A

ac

x

o

o

x

A

ac

x

PPC(3)

o

pf

A

ac

Y6

y5

P(2)

o

A

ac

x

y4

pf

A

ac

x

y3

pf

A

SAC

y2

o

o

pf

AOA

ADC

y1

A

ac

x

ac

x

WAC

subject to established Policy, DSS recommendation, AoA initiative and explicit PPC decision

WCIT

subject to established Policy, DSS recommendation, TPF Report and explicit PPC decision
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11. CONCLUSIONS
The ITU Reform process is at any time a complex matter – it requires consensus among
193 Member States that may have different appreciation of the situation, different
priorities and different strategic perspectives what may be the best for their Union!
The Members normally make their specific, so called “national interest” known, on
behalf of which they may accept or reject any (good or better) initiative for
constitutional reforms. The records proved that such situations occurred and that
divergent interests often prevented the well-founded initiatives for the improvement of
the Union operational performances or enhancement its working efficiency.
It is evident that all new ideas will require an intergovernmental agreement – that should
avoid giving more importance to one or another sector activity or to only certain group
of Members (earlier designated as unofficial but well organized sub-groups), to the
detriment of the others.
The situation where a limited number of (influential) Member States (Governments)
may see their current Union perfectly satisfying their interest for ever is no more
acceptable. Therefore, a great degree of political maturity, courage and motivation will
need to be invested by the Member States in view to change the archaic way of thinking.
The transparent process of reform should allow the sector members (m) / future
Partners, to make their valuable contribution. The ideas exposed throughout this study
may be considered in an appropriate “think-tank” reflection group and modulated, if
appropriate. Reaching the consensus among the Member States on general approach,
the concrete proposals may take a format of a “Platform for Change”. The following
expectations would appear as reasonable:
 The federal structure with 3 Sectors must be remodelled with the aim of creating
comprehensive conditions to deal with technical, operational and policy matters.
The content of two traditional ITU missions, the international regulatory issues
(efficient FSM) and adoption of global standards for telecommunications need to
be adjusted. The emphasis should be given to policy matters where open discussion
and co-ordination may facilitate the harmonisation of national policies (including
issues related to Internet).
 The potential of public/private sector partnership and resulting synergy should take
new image and new content to reflect the growing role of private sector in the
modern, competitive telecommunications environment. Emphasis should be placed
on the role of the regional telecommunication organizations (APT, CITEL, CEPT,
CTU, PATU etc.) and ITU regional offices in order to de-centralize the current
development work, to eliminate the politicization, to avoid the bureaucracy and to
allow the membership to demonstrate their creativity.
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With the understanding that ITU type federalism is an outdated format, we believe that
the pragmatic business concept is the best possible practice to upgrade and further
develop the ITU technical performances.
The Member States may wish to reaffirm their sense of pragmatism by recognizing the
reality and the need for new ITU environment.
The Governments should continue to concentrate on regulatory matters related to FSM
and Partners should enjoy complete autonomy within the new Entity and should be
given the responsibility for all convergence / standardization matters on global scale.
By allowing Partners to demonstrate all their creative capacity and innovations, the
Union will preserve its technical preeminence, thus building up sufficient capability to
be responsive to any of the new challenges.
The PP-14 (Busan, Korea) elected a new and fresh leadership - thus demonstrating
better understanding of the ITU current weaknesses and at the same time, giving a hope
that the future plenipotentiary period will be active.
The new leadership should promote a new thinking by encouraging all parties to
undertake, as soon as possible, the relevant consultations as to the Reform initiatives, in
order to reach a viable consensus on the subject matter.

A thorough examination of the financing of the Union, together with the proposals for
different model, the rules and procedures related to the funding of the Union need to be
reviewed and possibly a different model established.
The rational use of languages at various levels of working processes (currently 6) is an
important issue within the scope of reform process, in financial and operational terms.
It is here that ITU must reach an agreement on the “new paradigm”. In the commercial
world, the goodwill of administrations is no longer applicable. The current political,
economic and technological environment suggests new thinking, no longer dependent on
dogma and regulations of a different era.
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11.1 Contribution to the telecommunication community
Three Questions were raised in the Introduction Chapter, as “Thesis objectives”:





How to assure transparency and efficiency of the FSM and how to define new
paradigm within global telecommunication standardization?
How to better associate Partners from private sector in building up a creative
environment for ICT convergence and to decide on global telecommunication
development policies in general, together with governments?
How to avoid bureaucracy and politicization of the Union in view to guarantee the
promotion of noble values and provide high level technical output, beneficial to the
membership

The responses to these Questions are given through the analysis, supported by rational
arguments and historical perspective, as well as with a personal experience. They are
included in different Chapters, namely:


The First Question – the responses are given in Ch. 6, 9 and 10. Chapter 7
and 8 are supporting the correctness of the vision.



The Second Question – the new ICT Convergence Entity is proposed and
described in details (Ch. 9 and 10).



The Third Question – the study as a whole is the best response.

Over several decades, the Academic, Scientific and Research Entities, members of ITU
Sectors, the Organisations dealing with development of telecommunication systems and
radiocommunication applications were waiting for the “stream of change”, which didn’t
want to come. Many opportunities were missed for different reasons where the
monopolies of Governments kept the control for too long time.
The huge majority of 193 Member States and in particular all “sector members” will be
most grateful to those that have a courage to openly address the issue of the ITU future,
the mission and activities of which are vital for all mankind.
The most valuable contribution of the present study to scientific community is the
projection of ITU constitutional Reform itself - in general as well as in details. It may
invite Governments and private sector and scientific community to reflect upon and
complement the ideas, as appropriate.
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11.2 Work to be done - Agenda 2018-2022

15

If the ideas were successfully promoted and complemented along the road and if the
preparatory work for Reform acceptance was well done – then the Reform gradual
implementation would be feasible within the period 2018-2022.
If these ambitions were to be accepted as firm guidelines for the Union long term Policy,
the Governments should demonstrate sufficient political maturity and wisdom over the
next two PP periods, in view to make the implementation plan feasible. In the context,
the following items are considered important to match the content with the reality:
 In the period 2014-2016, it will be necessary to assess “political reception” of the
ideas developed and clear initiative for Reforms, in particular by the Governments as
the only constituents to agree on the constitutional changes.
 The substantial preparatory work for “Reform implementation Agenda” is to be
launched on large scale and at the highest political level. It may be that whole PP
cycle (2014-2018) will be needed to make people aware of the importance of this
strategic objective.
 All accessories for reform mechanism should be discussed in due course, at various
ITU and other regional telecommunication Forums, as appropriate and following the
advancement of the Agenda.
 The leadership and ITU legal bodies should be associated with Reform philosophy
and its objectives. An active support is expected from the Member States at very
initial stage.
 At appropriate time the future Partners (actual sector members) should be invited to
take active part in the discussions in view of successful reform project
implementation. They are those with strong interest to make substantial Reforms
happen, as soon as possible.
 The transitional period should be short as possible, however, the Secretary-general
(elected in 2018) would report to PP-22 on Reforms as planned and agreed and
possibly implemented.

15

The Plenipotentiary Conference in 2014 (Busan, Korea, 20.10 – 07.11) had an opportunity to reach a common understanding as how the
Reform issue could be addressed and when. Although the streaming was present throughout the discussions, the convergent views on the matter did
not find the rational ground, yet.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED

PP
Plenipotentiary Conference
RR
Radio Regulations,
ITR
International Telecommunication Regulations
CS
Constitution
CV
Convention
RoP
Rules of Procedure
FN
Footnote in RR
RA
Radiocomunication Assembly
WRC World Radiocommunication Conference
WCIT World Conference on International Telecommunications
WTSA World Telecommunications Standardisation Assembly
WTDC World Telecommunication Development Conference
WTPF World Telecommunication Policy Forum
WSIS World Summit on Information Society
BR
Radiocommunication Bureau
TSB
Telecommunication Standardization Bureau
BDT
Bureau for Telecomunication development
PFB
Provisional Frequency Board
IFRB
International Frequency Registration Board
RRB
Partial-time Radio Regulation Board
MIFR
Master International Frequency Register
IFL
International Frequency List
TCD
Technical Cooperation Department
CTD
Center for Telecommunication Development
CCIF
Comité Consultatif International de Téléphone
CCIR
Comité Consultatif International de Radiocommunication
CCITT Comité Consultatif International de Telegraph et Téléphone
WATTC World Administrative Telephone and Telegraph Conference
GMDSS Global maritime Distress and Safety System
GMPCS Global Mobile Personal Communication System
GSO
Geostationary Satellite Orbit
NGSO
Non-Geostationary Orbit
BRIFIC BR International Frequency Information Circular
CPM
Conference Preparation meeting
DTH
Direct To Home
FWA
Fixed Wireless Access
WLL
Wireless Local Loop
E.i.r.p.
Effective isotropic radiated power
Pfd
Power flux density
dB
Decibel
OEPM Overall Equivalent Protection Margin
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RADIOCOMUNICATION SERVICES (RR Art.1)

LMSS land mobile-satellite service No. 1.27
LMS land mobile service No. 1.26
ISS inter-satellite service No. 1.22
FSS fixed-satellite service No. 1.21
FS fixed service No. 1.20
EESS Earth exploration-satellite service No. 1.51
BSS broadcasting-satellite service No. 1.39
BS broadcasting service No. 1.38
ASS amateur-satellite service No. 1.57
AS amateur service No. 1.56
ARNSS aeronautical radionavigation-satellite service No. 1.47
ARNS aeronautical radionavigation service No. 1.46
AMS(R)S aeronautical mobile-satellite (route) service No. 1.36
AMSS aeronautical mobile-satellite service No. 1.35
AM(R)S aeronautical mobile (route) service No. 1.33
AMS aeronautical mobile service No. 1.32
Met Aids meteorological aids service No. 1.50
Met Sat meteorological-satellite service No. 1.52
MSS mobile-satellite service No. 1.25
MS mobile service No. 1.24
MRNSS maritime radionavigation-satellite service No. 1.45
MRNS maritime radionavigation service No. 1.44
MMSS maritime mobile-satellite service No. 1.29
MMS maritime mobile service No. 1.28
SRS space research service No. 1.55
SOS space operation service No. 1.23
RNSS radionavigation-satellite service No. 1.43
RNS radionavigation service No. 1.42
RLSS radiolocation-satellite service No. 1.49
RLS radiolocation service No. 1.48
RDSS radiodetermination-satellite service No. 1.41
RDS radiodetermination service No. 1.40
RAS radio astronomy service No. 1.58
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